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In tro d uc ti o n
Ironically, the rough and tumble of my years at Haileybury, coupled with my service with the A.T.C. and
Home Guard, proved an ideal preparation for the harsh conditions of life on the lower deck of a warship.
Having never before spent time away from their homes or families, many of my shipmates were very
homesick at the start of their service; also, they found it hard to come to terms with the stringent
demands of naval discipline. For the most part, our instructors were long-serving chief and petty officers,
all of whom had vast amounts of “sea-time” behind them. It was their unenviable task to turn civilians,
from all walks of life, into ordinary seamen in the shortest possible time. Some of these old hands were
born teachers; on the other hand, several resorted to a policy of bullying and sarcasm to gain results.
In common with the majority of my shipmates, I was generally unaware of what was taking place at
any given moment during a convoy or fleet action. Certainly we had little interest in the make-up of
a convoy nor, for that matter, it’s identification number. For this information and detailed accounts of
Opportune’s journeys to Murmansk I have therefore relied upon G G Connell’s book “Arctic Convoys;
the 17th Flotilla”. Similarly, it was only after reading “The Battle of the North Cape” by Lieutenant
Commander Michael Ogden that I learnt the full details of the battle that ended with the sinking of the
Scharnhorst on Boxing Day 1943.
Opportune carried three radar operators. Between us we rotated (four hours on watch, four off)
between the radar cabin and the bridge where one of us stood watch as the starboard lookout. My
designated action station was in the radar cabin along with one other operator. In winter, when ice
formed on the upper deck, the guns and superstructure, and providing we were not at action stations,
the entire ship’s company worked a three watch system comprising four hours on duty, four hours off
and four hours spent chipping away ice.
The time I served on board Tiptoe was all too short. She was a “happy” boat and I enjoyed being a
member of her close-knit crew; the fact that a faulty valve in the DSEA equipment lead to my leaving the
submarine service was sheer bad luck. Nevertheless I was extremely fortunate in somehow negotiating
my return to Opportune.
Without exception, every sailor on board Opportune took great pride in his ship. In our opinion
Opportune was the most professional and finest destroyer in the entire flotilla; even the whole fleet. We
were a “family” that worked alongside each other as a team - there were no weak links. This self-esteem
emanated from the high quality of leadership shown by our two captains - John Lee-Barber and “Red”
Ryder that filtered through to their officers, non-commissioned officers and crew.
Recording these recollections has given me a great deal of pleasure, reviving many old memories long
since forgotten. In retrospect, I profited from my years spent in the navy. One of the fundamental
lessons I learnt was the importance of showing consideration and tolerance to my shipmates at all times.
Also I learnt to mix with men from all walks of life, many of whom were to become lifelong friends.
In 2000, fifty-five years after VE Day, there began a move, instigated by the Russian Convoy Club, for a
medal to be struck to be awarded to survivors of convoys to Russia. It was contemplated that the medal,
to be known as the Arctic Medal, would acknowledge the fact that all seamen of the Royal and Merchant
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Navies had indeed taken part in a campaign worthy of special recognition. It would be worn alongside
the Atlantic Star, already awarded to sailors who had served on either the Atlantic or Arctic convoy
routes. Despite it’s backing by many backbenchers and the national press, the proposal was finally
rejected by the (Labour) Armed Forces Minister, and more recently by David Cameron, after years of
debate in the House of Commons. Ironically, the Russian Government awarded commemorative medals
to all survivors of the Arctic Campaign, to mark the 40th, 50th and 60th anniversaries of victory “in the
great patriotic war”!”
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Th e Beg i nn i n g
For reasons I cannot explain I always had a longing to earn my living as a sailor. From the age of about
eight, the sea fascinated me and it became my ambition to join either one of the Royal or Merchant
Marine navies. This wish was almost realised in 1942 when my father, through connections in the city,
arranged for me to be accepted by the Cunard Steamship Company as a cadet. However the ship to
which I had been assigned was sunk in the Atlantic en route from Canada to England. Mother put her
foot down and let it be known in no uncertain terms that I would join Cunard over her dead body! My
second attempt at going to sea also ended in failure. In 1942 I sat the “Special Entry” examination for
entry to the Royal Naval College, Dartmouth. It was a notoriously difficult exam with a pass rate of 5% to
10%. I failed to make the grade.
In 1943 the Royal Navy was short of recruits; conscripts into the service were of poor quality and
there was a dearth of volunteers. Even in war time the navy set high standards for its lower deck
sailors, recruits who failed to reach the minimum qualifications expected of an ordinary seaman were
transferred out of the service into the army. As a result of this shortfall the Admiralty changed its
policy by reducing the recruiting age from 18 to 17 subject to satisfactory educational and medical
qualifications. Parental approval was also required. Father, who had volunteered to serve in the army
as a young man, in 1914 understood my wish to enlist and agreed to sign the consent form. Mother was
none too pleased!

H. M. S . Co l l i n gwo o d a n d H . M .S. Ganges
Shortly before my 17th birthday I submitted the requisite application forms to join the Royal Navy.
Within a matter of days I received from the Admiralty instructions to report for duty at H.M.S.
Collingwood, Fareham on 18 July 1943. A travel warrant covering the cost of my journey was provided. I
was instructed to bring with me just one small case of personal effects and no clothing other than what
I was wearing. H.M.S. Collingwood was a shore-based facility (“stone frigate”) where new recruits were
trained for duty on ships commissioned out of Portsmouth. We were to be known as Pompey ratings.
Each new draft of 40 recruits was accommodated in a wooden hut containing 20 two-tier bunks. The
draft would remain as a single unit throughout its entire training period under the supervision of a
petty officer and a leading seaman. (It was only at the end of training that a recruit, having passed the
requisite tests and examinations, was rated ordinary seaman. Those who failed were discharged to join
the ranks of the army!) The ten week training programme was designed to transform a civilian into an
ordinary seaman of limited ability. In practice his training was completed when he joined a sea-going
vessel and having achieved the required proficiency was rated able seaman - with an increase of pay!
But this would only take place after a minimum period of 12 months “sea-time”.
The training programme at Collingwood included parade ground drill and arms drill, P.T., signals both
Morse and semaphore, flag signals, knots and splices, hoisting a sea-boat, heaving the lead, parts of ship
and duties of each department, naval terminology and customs.
The day after joining Collingwood we were mustered to be issued with our kit and that all-important
item for all sailors - the “pay book” which was similar in size to a civilian passport. It contained the
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bearer’s photograph, personal details; it also recorded his movements between ships and/or shore
establishments. The loss of a pay book was a most serious offence that resulted in severe punishment.
The kit issue comprised the following (from memory)
2 suits of uniforms “blouse” and bell bottom trousers
1 cap and cap tally
2 blue crew neck pullovers
2 sailors collars and 1 black silk scarf
2/3 vests - crew neck
2/3 long johns
2/3 underpants
2/3 pairs of socks
1 pair of boots and polish, brush and cloth. Also 1 pair of gym shoes
1 overcoat
1 set of overalls
1 knife and lanyard
1 kit bag
1 Ditty box (small suitcase)
1 hammock and lashings
1 blanket
1 housewife (ie needles, cotton etc)
1 oilskin raincoat
Pyjamas were not issued; sailors slept in their underclothes. Boots were replaced with black shoes upon
completion of training. We were issued with brown paper and string with which to wrap up our civilian
clothes that were then posted home. I did not wear “civvies” again until the war was ended! We were
also injected with a multiple cocktail of “drugs” or antibiotics that confined several of my new colleagues
to their bunks for 24 hours.
The recruits who formed my draft were a mixed bag of civilians; they included a former policeman, East
End barrow boys, clerks and shop assistants. Some were volunteers but the majority were conscripts.
I was the youngest among them. Almost without exception all of them were homesick and unhappy
with their new environment. Thanks to my years spent at boarding schools I did not miss home life and
thoroughly enjoyed my new surroundings.
In the initial stages of training much time was spent on the parade ground marching backwards and
forwards; there was also arms drill to be mastered. Here again my time spent with the OTC/ATC and
Home Guard stood me in good stead. (Prior to joining up I had served as a private with B Company,
53rd regiment Surrey Home Guard in East Molesey). We had been at Collingwood for only four weeks
or so when, for reasons that never became clear, my draft was transferred at short notice to H.M.S.
Ganges, another shore establishment at Shotley, not far from Harwich. We now became Chatham
ratings, to serve eventually in ships commissioned from that port. Ganges had once been the official
(and only) training establishment for boy seamen. It’s claim to fame was the 143 foot fully rigged main
mast standing at the edge of the parade ground. To reach the pinnacle of this mast one had to pass
over two platforms that were reached by “elbows”. These obstacles were negotiated by clinging to the
rigging while climbing outwards and upwards. It was no easy task for the faint-hearted and some of
my fellow recruits failed to pass the test. The final 15 feet or so of the Ganges mast comprised a spar
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topped by a “cap” about the size
of a dinner plate. A volunteer
(referred to as the “button boy”)
with a remarkable head for heights
would shin up this final section,
climb on to the “cap”, then stand
to attention 143 feet above ground
level. The entire ship’s company,
including officers would watch
this amazing feat of bravado with
bated breath. The mast, a Group II
National Monument, still stands but
one wonders whether modern day
health and safety laws permit the
“button boy” and his fellow sailors
to climb the rigging.
At Ganges we were once again
quartered in wooden huts equipped
with two-tier bunks. Our new
petty officer, a long-serving gunner
called Spilsby, left us in no doubt
that, in his eyes, we were the most
“useless, idle shower of recruits”
he had ever had the misfortune to
train for the privilege of serving on
143 foot fully rigged main mast
one of His Majesty’s Ships! Spilsby
was a hard but fair taskmaster,
however despite his initial misgivings, we slowly reached reasonable standards of proficiency. Ganges
being sited on the coast, we were
now expected to master the art (and
it is an art) of rowing a whaler. Until
we got the hang of the technique
we got ourselves into all sorts of
trouble - catching crabs, crossing or
losing oars, going around in circles.
Petty Officer Spilsby was not a
happy man! The remainder of our
training programme continued on
schedule and it soon became time
for examinations in each of the
aforementioned disciplines. To my
H.M.S. Ganges
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great surprise I achieved an aggregate pass mark of 92% which virtually assured my being drafted to a
small ship. Those with less ability or low pass marks would be drafted to big ships where they would be
more readily absorbed into the ship’s company. Several of my draft failed to pass the final exams and
exchanged their navy blue uniforms for army khaki.

H .M . S . Pem b rok e - R . N . B. C h at ham
I joined the Royal Naval Barracks at Chatham in October 1943 to find myself in an environment far
removed from that of a training establishment. I was a fully qualified ordinary seaman with no “seatime” amongst many hundred of sailors, most of whom were “in-between” ships. There was a fair
sprinkling of “barrack stanchions” or draft dodgers who used every trick in the book to avoid being sent
to sea!
Chatham was a bleak place; in many respects resembling a prison. We were assigned into divisions and
sub-divided into port and starboard watches. The ship’s company was accommodated in three-story
blocks constructed alongside the large parade ground. On each floor a long high-ceilinged room housed
50/60 sailors who slept in hammocks. This was my first introduction to slinging and stowing a hammock
with seven turns of the lashing - another step on the learning curve of becoming a sailor. Meals were
served in a vast mess hall. There was also a NAAFI canteen which served tea, snacks and weak beer.
Seamen, other than specialist branches, paraded each morning at 8.00 to be assigned duties for the
remainder of the day. The work, which was mind-numbing, comprised painting, polishing, clearing litter,
loading and unloading ships stores. On the advice of an “old sea-dog” I managed to acquire a small
ladder which I carried around the barracks all day looking busy - according to my new-found mentor,
a man carrying a ladder escaped the attention of officialdom and had a free run of the barracks. Trust
an “old sea-dog”, he was correct on both counts. There was one additional advantage, for a ladder can
provide a useful seat for a rest and a cigarette!
The one (and only) attraction in being at Chatham was that shore leave was granted to each watch on
alternate days from 4.00pm until 7.00am the next day. For the first time since joining up, I was able to
travel, by train, to East Molesey to see my parents and enjoy the luxury of a hot bath and a home-cooked
meal. (Despite stringent food rationing mother was always able to prepare a splendid evening meal.)
There would also be visits, on foot, to The Swan at Thames Ditton with father. The Swan, a free house
owned by Ernie and Doris Cartwright, was a favourite meeting place for many of the locals, including the
Spicers. There was great indignation when Ernie was forced to increase the price of a pint of Bass best
bitter by a penny to one shilling and a penny!
In order to get back to Chatham by 7.00am I would catch the “milk train” from Hampton Court at
4.30am. Then a mad dash from Waterloo to London Bridge for the Chatham connection. There was
always the possibility that an air raid might cause disruption to the train service making me late in
reporting back to barracks. The navy would have refused to accept this as an excuse for being adrift, the
penalty being 30 days stoppage of leave. Despite one or two close shaves I was never late. After two
weeks or so at Chatham I was transferred to Douglas, Isle of Man to take a 14 day course in radar. The
Admiralty had requisitioned all the small hotels and B and Bs along the sea front for accommodation;
instruction took place at the radar school on Douglas Head. Radar was then in its infancy in the navy.
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We were trained in the use of Types 268 and 271 sets on which “echoes” or contacts were depicted by
the varying heights of “grass” along the bottom of the screen. We were trained to calculate whether the
contact was a large or small vessel or even a buoy. The aerial, fitted with a Bowden cable, was rotated
by cranking a hand-wheel beside the set. The range from the top of a destroyer’s mast was about
20 miles. At the conclusion of the course I was rated a Radar Plot Operator third class (RP3) with an
increase in my daily pay of five shillings by six pence!

H. M. S . O pport u n e
Motto: “Happy at the chance of a fight”
Fortunately my return visit to Chatham at the end of the radar course was of short duration. Within a
few days I received a draft chit for H.M.S. Opportune then based at Scapa Flow. It was like a dream come
true - a fleet destroyer, the one class of ship on which I had always longed to serve.
The 14 hour journey of 700 miles to Scapa was by train from Euston to Thurso, thence by boat across the
Pentland Firth. The train was packed with members of all three services with seating at a premium. The
lucky ones slept on the luggage racks; the less fortunate dossed down in the corridors. Once darkness
fell there was no lighting, making it impossible to read. On-board catering was non-existent but thanks
to the dedicated services of the W.V.S., tea, sandwiches and sticky buns were provided for us at Crewe,

H.M.S. Opprtune of the 17th Destroyer Flotilla

Carlisle and Carstairs. It was a nightmare journey which, fortunately, I had only to endure once during my
time in the navy.
The Pentland Firth has a reputation for being one of the worst stretches of water in the world.
Depending upon the state of the sea the crossing to Scapa Flow can take anything between three and
five hours. In gale force winds and high seas my trip to Lyness (the naval base for fleet destroyers) lasted
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about four hours. To my delight I discovered I was not prone to sea-sickness! My arrival at Lyness was
something of an anti-climax for Opportune was at sea and was not expected back for 2/3 days. I was
therefore taken by drifter to H.M.S. Tyne, the destroyer depot ship to await my ship’s return. I should
mention here that I had made the journey to Lyness with two other radar ratings; the three of us,
together with a radar mechanic, were to form the team that would man the recently fitted Type 271 set
on board Opportune. Once Opportune returned to her anchorage, we three radar operators were taken
by drifter to join the ship’s company. I was to spend a total of some 17 months (and 10 convoys to and
from Russia) on this wonderful and happy little ship.
The 17th Destroyer Flotilla was made up of eight ships commissioned between July 1941 and October
1942 - namely Onslaught (flotilla leader), Oribi, Offa, Onslow, Opportune (sub-flotilla leader), Obdurate,
Orwell and Obedient. The first four of the above-named ships were armed with 4.7” guns; the latter
four, that included Opportune, were equipped with 4” guns with an elevation of 80 degrees for A.A.
defence purposes. In addition, the last four ships could be modified to lay 60 MK XIV moored mines
after the removal of ‘Y’ turret and both sets of torpedo tubes. Opportune was constructed by John I

H.M.S. Opportune painted in her arctic camouflage

Thorneycroft & Co, Wollston. Her displacement was 1540 tons; her overall length was 345 foot, beam 35
foot and draught 13’11”. The shaft horsepower of 40,000 gave the ship a speed of up to 36 knots. The
crew comprised 12 officers and 176 sailors. Being a Chatham ship, the bulk of the seamen and specialist
branches were Londoners or from the Home Counties; the boiler room was manned for the most part by
stokers from Scotland. Only A, B and X guns were fitted with spray and windshields of light sheet metal;
the breech mechanisms being unprotected. ‘Y’ gun on the quarter-deck had no form of protection.
Since gun positions were only accessible via the upper deck, during the periods of arctic storm weather,
the gun crews could only be relieved from their positions with great difficulty and danger. To provide the
crews with hot drinks and rations was virtually out of the question. Hand loading the guns in low angle
fire also presented problems, particularly for the loading numbers who were liable to serious injury. The
secondary armament consisted of 4 two-pounder 4 barrel pom-poms, also 6 20 millimetre oerlikons.
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“B” Turret gun crew

There were eight torpedo tubes in two quadruple mountings fitted with 21 inch M, VIII torpedoes. In
addition, we carried 60 depth charges with a capability to deliver ten-charge patterns. Our 25 foot motor
cutter was hung from davits; two whalers and a 16 foot motor dinghy (the “skimming dish”) were stowed
inboard. In rough seas, these boats were swept over the side with monotonous regularity.

Th e Ca pta i n s
With few exceptions destroyer captains on the Murmansk run were in a class of their own. They were
young and very tough both physically and mentally. Every captain lived for the day when he could give
the order to fire his guns, let loose his torpedoes or discharge his depth charges - preferably when
steaming full steam ahead at 36 knots!
Depending upon the route taken in either summer or winter, also the prevailing weather conditions,
a convoy to Murmansk lasted, on average, up to fourteen days. Except for a very occasional break in
his box-like sea cabin below the bridge, an experienced captain remained on his bridge for the entire
voyage. His steward would bring him a constant supply of hot soup, doorstop corned beef sandwiches
and cups of kai (bars of cocoa melted in boiling water with Libbys tinned milk and sugar added).
On Opportune we were fortunate in having two quite exceptional men in command of our ship between
1942 and 1945. Commander Johnny Lee-Barber, C.B., D.S.O. and bar (1942/44) and Commander R.E.D.
Ryder VC (1944/45) were both archetypal destroyer captains who earned the respect and admiration
of the ship’s company. Opportune was probably the “happiest ship” in the flotilla. Both Lee-Barber and
Ryder were masterful ship-handlers and it was a joy to watch them bring Opportune alongside a jetty at
well above the accepted speed, before ordering “full astern both engines” at the last possible moment,
bringing the ship to a complete stop at the exact required position. Meanwhile, on the dockside,
the dockyard mateys waiting to receive our heaving lines would be jumping for their lives! The firstlieutenant, fearful for his precious paintwork would be close to tears or a nervous breakdown - or both!
(I cannot recall a single occasion when seamen on the upper deck were called upon to use fenders to
protect the ship’s side).
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In a small ship each member of the crew was expected to pull his weight; be an expert at his designated
task and to put up with untold hardships and discomforts without complaint. Neither Lee-Barber nor
Ryder would have had any compunction in putting ashore any seaman failing to meet those standards.
I can recall only two such instances; one seaman suffered from an ongoing problem with sea-sickness,
another was a lookout who fell asleep on watch. He was subsequently court-martialled.
The following obituary printed in the Daily Telegraph in November 1995 gives a full account of LeeBarber’s brilliant naval career over a period of four
decades. “Red” Ryder was in the same mould as his
predecessor and was equally popular with his crew. He
relished his appointment as sub-flotilla leader and, before
long, the ship’s company concluded that he was doing his
utmost to earn a bar to his VC!
The reason for my transfer to the Opportune in November
1943 soon became clear. Together with my two fellow
operators I was to man the recently installed Type 271
which had replaced the outdated Type 268. The operators
of the latter equipment had left the ship to attend a Type
271 course. The 271 was a much improved version of
the 268 but, by today’s standards, it was still somewhat
archaic. In heavy seas it was difficult to pick out echoes
amongst the “grass line” running along the base of the
screen. In storm force gales with seas running as high
as 60 feet, to detect a surface object became well-nigh
The Coxswain
impossible. It was at about this time that rumours began to spread that radar operators were liable to
be rendered impotent through sitting in front of radar screens. To put an end to this alarming piece of
fantasy, Captain (D) on Onslaught signalled all ships of the 17th Destroyer Flotilla as follows:“Commanding officers are to reassure their radar personnel that the remarkable achievements of radar
will not repeat not include the production of unable seamen!”
Our radar set was housed in a box-like cabin abaft the bridge, alongside the base of the main mast.
There was just enough room to accommodate two operators - one to monitor the screen, the other
to crank the wheel that rotated the aerial positioned at top of the mast. In harbour, with the radar
shut down, we operators would work alongside other members of the crew at tasks designated by the
first lieutenant - loading stores, painting ship, anchor watch etc. The traditional naval system of seven
watches was observed in harbour, i.e. first, middle, morning, forenoon, afternoon, first and second dog
watches. Once at sea, however, it was the general practice to switch to cruising stations - four hours on
and four off. In extreme Arctic weather conditions we worked three watches - four hours on, four hours
off and four hours chipping ice from the guns and upper deck. Radar operators were not exempt from
the latter task. When working two watches, to relieve the strain and boredom of non-stop scanning
of the radar screen for long periods it was laid down that operators would be rotated every hour. In
addition our four hour watches were split between the radar cabin and other parts of the ship. In my
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case I was given the job of starboard bridge lookout. Equipped with a pair of powerful binoculars it was
my objective to spot a suspicious object ahead of my “oppo” in the radar cabin! Due to the generally
bitter weather conditions and the onset of fatigue, lookouts were changed every two hours. In really
rough weather they spent only one hour on lookout. At action stations there would be two operators in
the cabin, the third operator would be assigned to the bridge to act as lookout or messenger.

Clearing snow and ice H.M.S. Scylla (above) and Opportune

L if e o n the low e r d ec k
A draft to serve on the lower deck of a small ship, particularly a destroyer, was the ultimate ambition
of many a sailor though there were some who preferred the regime and relative comfort to be found
in “big ships”, i.e. cruisers and above. There existed a distinct antipathy between those serving in big
and small ships. My observations upon the conditions of lower-deck life in Opportune are by no means
exaggerated, they are based on fact and personal experience. I soon learnt that both discomfort and
hardship were part and parcel of every day life in a fleet destroyer. Grumbling among my messmates
was virtually unheard of.
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The snow and ice covered focsle of H.M.S. Belfast

I was assigned to No. 2 mess where Leading Seaman Len Phillips, a gunnery rating, was the senior hand.
Like the majority of the ship’s company Len had been in Opportune since her commissioning date in
August 1942. We were to become close friends and after the war we remained in touch with each other
until he passed away in 2008. Despite my youth and inexperience I was soon made to feel at home.
Luck was on my side, I had clearly found a “happy mess”. Apart from myself there were eleven other
seamen in the mess. They were for the most part hostilities only (HO) ratings who had been uprooted
from employment in shops, factories and offices in the South of England. The Mess wag, a true Cockney
from the East End of London, called Mickey Rooney, was a former barrow boy and sharp as a tack. Every
afternoon, regardless of the weather conditions, force 10 freezing gale or mill pond calm - Rooney would
descend the ladder to the mess and the following exchange would take place:
Rooney 		

-

what’s for tea?

Mess in unison		

-

cakes

Rooney			

-

what sort of cakes?

Mess			

-

fancy cakes

Rooney			

-

fancy cakes? What sort of fancy cakes?

Mess			

-

fancy you f---ing ‘ad ‘em.
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And every afternoon, without
fail, there followed a roar of
laughter - we were a “happy
mess”.
The mess was the focal point
of our life below deck; it was
here that we dished out and
ate the food from the galley,
played card games, cribbage,
ukkers” (ludo) or wrote letters
that were heavily censored
by the medical officer. From
time to time all departments
of the ship, including the
H.M.S. Opportune

wardroom, would take part in an “ukkers” championship. This hotly contested competition did much
to maintain the happy atmosphere amongst our ship’s company. Mess tables were secured parallel to
the ship’s side lined by padded seat lockers in which were stowed our personal gear and uniforms. Mess
traps and crockery were stowed in metal racks above each table.

The Mess D ec k
The mess deck, which lacked any form of privacy, was cramped and noisy from fans and auxiliary
machinery. When endeavouring to sleep in our hammocks we were constantly bumped by other
hammocks or by messmates moving around in the congested space. When in a high state of readiness
(for action), when the slinging of hammocks was forbidden, we slept on the lockers, the bench or even
on the table.
The ship’s hull, constructed from plating measuring a mere 3/16th of an inch consistently ran with
condensation. In the freezing Arctic gales, the deck became permanently awash with water mixed with
rotting food, broken crockery and dirty clothing. To add to our misery, the condensation turned into ice,
thus converting our living space into a virtual refrigerator.

War m Clothin g
Through sheer incompetence or more likely because of the need to economise, the Admiralty failed to
provide the seamen on the Murmansk run with adequate warm clothing. Other than the standard issue
of uniform, that included an oilskin coat, we were given one pair of sea boots, two pairs of oiled wool
seaboot stockings and a pair of woollen gloves. The latter were only replaced with gloves made from
leather once it became clear that the woollen versions were impractical when handling frozen wires etc.
on the upper deck. Watchkeepers on the bridge and lookouts were provided with duffle coats or “watch
coats” (a heavy woollen ankle-length overcoat) but those items were in short supply. In the end many of
us purchased our own duffle coats from stores run by ships’ chandlers. For the remainder of our warm
clothing we were dependent upon three sources of charity.
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In the first instance, there were many wives, girlfriends or parents of the crew who formed “knitting
circles” to knit oiled wool pullovers and sea boot stockings, balaclavas, scarves, gloves and mittens.
Secondly, we owed a debt of gratitude to the citizens of Brentford and Chiswick who, at the prompting of
the Mayor, had adopted Opportune when the borough held a “Warships Week” in 1943. Contributions
to the Mayor’s fund paid for a regular supply of clothing and food items to be sent to our ship. Finally
there was “Auntie May”, a resident of New York. This most generous of ladies, who never revealed her
true identity, came to hear that British sailors on the Murmansk run were lacking warm clothing and
other comforts. Auntie May took the decision to adopt the entire 17th Flotilla! After that, each one
of the “O” boats received regular deliveries of parcels containing luxury food and clothing to be shared
among the lower deck. After the war, attempts by the Arctic Convoy Association to trace and to thank
Auntie May for her generosity were unsuccessful.
Unsurprisingly, with this welcome supply of clothing from so many different sources we no longer
dressed in the standard “rig of the day”. With the blessing of Lee-Barber, and later Ryder, we wore
anything that would protect us from the elements. We resembled a bunch of pirates or trawlermen! On
one occasion, en route to Scapa from Murmansk, when we came alongside the cruiser Kent, to take on
provisions, her captain passed some highly derogatory remarks to Ryder at our appearance. To his credit
Ryder let the cruiser captain know, in no uncertain terms, that his crew were dressed in accordance with
his instructions in order to withstand the Arctic conditions. End of story. To our delight this conversation
was conducted through loud hailers for all to hear on both ships.
While we were steaming alongside Kent we were puzzled to hear her bosun’s mate pipe “Reindeer
Sweeper lay aft.” It transpired that Kent was carrying in a cage on the quarterdeck a reindeer; a gift
from Stalin to Winston Churchill. Each time the animal had a bowel movement the wretched sweeper
assigned to care for it was summoned to clear up the mess. We, on deck in Opportune, were in
hysterics. As we pulled away from Kent our bosun’s mate, using a loud hailer piped “Reindeer Sweeper
lay after at the double - he’s done it again!”

Rum a nd To bacco
The single most anticipated highlight of each day by both petty officers and seamen alike was the issue
of their daily tot of rum. To prevent it from being stored for later use the seamen’s issue was watered
down - two parts rum to one part water. Even so, in its diluted form it was a pretty potent mixture.
Because of their rank and position of trust, petty officers were issued with neat rum but in reality most
of them set aside a part of their daily tot for future consumption. Sailors of any rank were permitted
to opt out from receiving their daily tot; in return they were paid sixpence per day. The time honoured
tradition of “Splicing the Mainbrace” was generally sanctioned by the Commander-in-Chief. However, in
exceptional circumstances, following a particularly harrowing convoy or a successful action, our captain
would order the mainbrace to be spliced upon return to harbour.
Providing we were not at action stations, “up spirits” was piped over the tannoy at 11.30am each day,
regardless of the weather conditions. Under the close supervision of an officer and the coxswain, a
leading hand would collect the allocation for his mess served from a varnished wooden barrel bearing
the inscription in brass letters “The King God Bless Him”. Observed closely by his messmates, gathered
around the table, the leading hand would then precisely measure out each man’s tot into a thick china
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mug, any form of glassware being an unheard-of luxury! Since I was not entitled to receive the daily tot
until my 18th birthday I had to make do with lime juice!
Rum was a valuable trading commodity on the lower deck. A messmate might be persuaded to do you
a good turn in exchange for “sippers”, “gulpers” or even a full tot. There was a standard rate of return
set for every kind of favour. A messmate celebrating his birthday received “sippers” from each one of
his friends around the table - at times with dire consequences. If necessary, an “oppo” would stand
the birthday boy’s watch but it would cost him a full tot the next day! A blind eye was turned at such
indiscretions in a small ship.
Thanks to the generosity of the tobacco company W.D. and H.O. Wills, small ships of the Royal Navy
received a free allotment of “Woodbine” cigarettes, referred to as “tailor made” cigarettes. Those who
preferred to roll their own cigarettes received one pound of tobacco (“Ticklers”). Pipe smokers also
received a pound of tobacco. Every seaman was given 200 Woodbines or tobacco each month, but

H.M.S. Opportune

once these supplies were exhausted it was possible to purchase cigarettes and tobacco from the small
canteen, stocked by the NAAFI, that was administered by the coxswain. Smoking was permitted below
deck at all times; on the upper deck it was only allowed during periods of “stand easy” or on “make and
mend” afternoons.

The Ga l l ey
“Hands to dinner: Officers to lunch” A pipe made occasionally by our cheeky Cockney bosuns mate.
A design fault in all the “O” boats when they were constructed positioned the galley on the upper deck
at the break of the focsle below the foremast tripod; consequently the collection of food in really rough
weather or in freezing conditions became a risky undertaking. A member of each mess took his turn
to act as the daily “cook of the mess”. It was his task to collect from the galley, in a mess tin, the precooked rations and to then negotiate the treacherous open deck and ladders to his mess. Woe betide
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the unfortunate cook who failed to deliver his precious cargo for there were no second helpings to be
had from the galley!
We were served with three meals a day.
Breakfast consisted usually of baked beans,
bacon and eggs, also freshly baked bread
with butter and jam. When the supply of
fresh eggs became exhausted we were given
egg powder, a war time substitute for the
real thing. When at sea, dinner - the main
meal of the day - took the form of some
sort of stew or mince with potatoes and
vegetables followed by a pudding, “Plum
Duff” or spotted dick being the favourites.
In harbour we might be served a roast, if we
were lucky. For tea we were given bread,
butter and jam plus “herrings-in” (tomato
MJR
sauce) - another favourite. At action
stations or in storm force gales, when the galley was shut down, we lived off corned beef sandwiches,
chocolate bars and kai. Since food supplies were unavailable in Murmansk we were often compelled to
replenish our stocks from an accompanying cruiser on our return passage to Scapa. Our fuel was topped
up from a fleet tanker that accompanied each convoy. Transferring fuel oil by pipe line between two
ships at sea could be a hazardous operation demanding a high degree of skilful seamanship on the part
of the captains and coxswains in each vessel. When homeward bound in convoy from Murmansk, and
having parted company from our merchantmen in home waters, our captain would authorise the firing
of a single depth charge. It was then all hands on deck, armed with ropes and buckets, to haul in the
stunned fish which the cooks would prepare for a welcome change of diet. The best fried fish and chips I
have ever tasted!
Nevertheless, had it not been for the generosity of such people as Auntie May or the good citizens of
Brentford and Chiswick who supplemented our rations with their food parcels we would have been far
worse off. During the Christmas Season my mother sent me tins filled with home-made mince pies to be
shared with my messmates. Even so I have a lasting memory of being forever hungry.

Th e Hea d s
Another design fault in the building of the “O” boats included the location of the ratings’ heads and
showers. Spaces for six of the former and four of the latter had been constructed on the upper deck
abaft the galley. In harbour or at sea in calm weather, the siting of these “conveniences” presented no
problem. However, the Arctic conditions we experienced made a visit to the heads along the upper
deck, clinging to life lines, a hazardous journey, especially at night. Taking a shower whilst in convoy was
out of the question; it became a luxury to be enjoyed once we reached harbour.
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Arc t i c Co nvoys
“The worst journey in the world” (Winston Churchill)
The assembly points for convoys to Murmansk were either Loch Ewe, on the west coast of Scotland,
or the Clyde. From there the merchant ships, covered by a light escort, steamed to either Hvalfiord or
Reykjavik in Iceland where the masters of the merchantmen, together with the captains of the ocean
escort vessels attended a conference chaired by the Convoy Commodore. The destroyers of the ocean
escort took this opportunity to top up their bunkers with fuel oil. (It was common knowledge that local
Nazi sympathisers would regularly signal the make-up and departure date of a convoy to their German
masters.)
The composition of the ocean escort
depended upon the size of the
convoy it was to protect. A standard
ocean escort for, say, about twenty
merchantmen would consist of
nine destroyers, one corvette and
a minesweeper who was given the
task of clearing a channel across the
entrance to the Kola Inlet. As convoys
escalated in number to in excess of
fifty merchant ships the escort was
H.M.S. Tracker: a typical escort carrier
expanded to include cruisers, antiaircraft cruisers, at least fourteen
destroyers and corvettes plus an escort aircraft carrier. The latter was a converted merchant ship
constructed with a flight deck. Known in the
fleet as “Woolworth” carriers they were of
limited use in convoy protection, since their
aircraft could only take off and land on the
flight deck in relatively calm sea conditions.
A number of the merchant ships were
equipped with their own armament. Given
the name Defensively Equipped Merchant
Vessels (DEMs) their 4” low-angle gun, 20mm
Hispano cannon and Lewis machine guns were
manned by gunnery ratings from the Royal
Navy. Many convoys were accompanied by a
Catapult Aircraft Merchant Ship (CAM Ship)
from which a single Hurricane fighter could
be catapulted, the aircraft being “ditched”
on completion of its flight. The courageous
pilots of these aircraft were lucky if they were
Empire Tide: a catapult armed merchantman
recovered by the designated rescue destroyer
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within the optimum time of the two to three minutes available for their survival in the icy waters of the
Barents Sea. Their bravery was acknowledged by every sailor in the convoy. During the time I spent on
Opportune, we were frequently assigned the task of rescue ship. Due to the skill of our captains and
the sailors manning the side we ended the war with a hundred per cent record of saving the lives of our
airmen.
Convoys to Murmansk travelled by one of two
routes depending upon the time of the year
and the ice-pack. Steaming at an average
speed of eight knots the convoy could expect
to reach its destination in up to fourteen days,
again depending upon the route taken.
The longer summer route, when almost
perpetual daylight prevailed, bypassed Jan
Mayan Island and Bear Island to the north
thence south to Kola Inlet. Winter convoys
Arctic Gloom
were forced by the pack-ice to sail south of the two islands. In the near total darkness that continued
throughout the voyage ships experienced atrocious weather and cold conditions with great seas
sweeping the decks smashing boats, damaging fittings and armament. Despite the rigging of life lines
it was often impossible for men to move fore or aft. The most dangerous part of the voyage, in summer
or winter, was the final leg between Bear Island and Kola Inlet when the convoy became a target for
attack by enemy aircraft or waiting packs of U-boats. Once they were through the Kola Inlet destroyers
dropped anchor at either Vaenga or, more often,
they moored at the Murmansk dockside. Both ports
were equally unwelcoming. At Murmansk, armed
guards were posted at our gangways with orders
to stop any of our crew from going ashore. Any
form of fraternisation with the local population was
strictly forbidden. To our dismay and anger, it was
not uncommon to see crates of cargo from previous
convoys lying exposed to the elements on the
dockside. Given the almost daily routine bombing of
the harbour by the Luftwaffe, Murmansk was hardly
View from the cruiser Sheffield’s bridge during a gale
a place in which to relax following a harrowing
voyage from Scotland. Nevertheless we were compelled to remain there until the homeward bound
convoy (of empty ships) was ready to depart.
I was fortunate to be given the opportunity to serve on Opportune on two separate occasions - from
November 1943 to August 1944 and from January to October 1945 when we paid off at Chatham. In
order to record the exact dates and facts of the ship’s operations during the time I spent on board, I have
referred to the writings of several naval historians, whose works are recorded at the conclusion of these
recollections.
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Convoy routes in the winter and summer

Ice was always a problem!
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Between December 1943 and April 1944, Opportune escorted a total of six convoys to and from
Murmansk. However, quite often, we were ordered to remain in the danger area, off the Kola Inlet,
to protect more than a single convoy. This entailed replenishing our oil from fleet tankers, in itself a
risky operation in calm weather; in the prevailing rough seas of the Barents Sea it became an extremely
hazardous operation. My first experience of a Russian convoy began on 12 December 1943 when
Opportune formed part of a standard ocean escort to nineteen ships (Convoy No. JW55A). Four U-boats
deployed to intercept the convoy failed to press home an attack and we reached Kola Inlet on 20
December. Twenty-four hours later, after refuelling, we were once more under way, escorting homeward
bound convoy RA55A to Loch Ewe.

Th e Battl e o f N o rt h C a pe

Scharnhorst

By Christmas Eve a full gale was blowing, thick snow showers and mountainous seas forced RA55A to
reduce speed to 7 knots. By now Admiralty intelligence, based upon Ultra decrypts, knew for a fact
that Scharnhorst was on the point of leaving Altenfiord with a strong covering force of destroyers. The
objective of this battle group was to search for and to destroy not only convoy RA55A but also the
outward bound convoy - JW55B - that was in the same area.
On 25 December Opportune, together with the destroyers Matchless , Musketeer and Virago (36th
Division) was detached from RA55A to reinforce the escort to JW55B. On the same day Scharnhorst was
already at sea with her attendant five destroyers; however, due to the foul weather conditions, the
German Admiral (Bey) soon lost touch with them and never regained contact. For the Admiral this
would prove to be a crucial setback in the coming engagement. The routes of convoys JW55B and RA55A
were being covered by a cruiser force comprising Belfast (Vice Admiral Burnett), Sheffield and Norfolk
with orders to intercept and to attack the enemy surface ships. Additional support would be soon at
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hand from the battleship Duke of York, flagship of Admiral Sir Bruce Fraser, the C in C Home Fleet, whose
intention it was to position his ship between Scharnhorst and her base.
The Battle of North Cape began at 0840 on Boxing Day when Belfast’s radar located Scharnhorst at a
range of 25000 yards and opened fire with star shell. Norfolk also opened fire and hit Scharnhorst three
times. It was now that the C in C ordered the four destroyers of the 36th Division to join the cruisers. An
hour later at 1040, having linked up with the cruisers, the 36th Division had a desperate struggle, in the
awful sea conditions, to keep up with them in their high speed pursuit of the enemy. At noon, Admiral
Burnett was again able to surprise the German battle cruisers with star shell fired over Opportune in the
van of the cruisers. The cruisers opened fire at 11000 yards and the destroyers were ordered to deliver a
torpedo attack. Scharnhorst promptly retaliated scoring hits on Norfolk but unaccountably turned away
on a course for base. This sudden change of course foiled the attempt by Lee-Barber and his colleagues
to get into a position to launch torpedoes. A full account of the subsequent battle has been related by
G. G. Connell in his book “Arctic Destroyers - The 17th Destroyer Flotilla”, whose references to the part
played in the action by Opportune are quoted below.
1600 Approx (page 168) - “The 36th Division at a speed of 29 knots found it was impossible to keep
gun crews at Opportune’s A and B guns. Inadequate gun shields attached to ancient 4” mountings gave
no shelter for the crews as seas poured solid over the focsle. Aft down on the iron deck conditions
were terrible, Mr Hal, the Gunner T, and his torpedomen manning the two sets of quadruple tubes had
freezing seas sweeping over them as they clung to their action stations”
(Meanwhile the Scharnhorst’s speed began to drop allowing the destroyers to surge ahead.)
1940 Approx (page 168) - “The 36th Division plunged into dense smoke which masked Scharnhorst
and from a range of 3000 yards in the face of considerable fire from the battle cruiser’s secondary 5.9”
batteries, Opportune, with her tubes trained to starboard turned to port firing eight torpedoes and her
puny X and Y guns firing 4” salvoes into the dying giant’s hull. John Lee-Barber’s torpedo salvo scored
two hits ... at 1945 Scharnhorst sank “1
Due to the suspected presence of U-boats in the area, the search in the heavy seas for survivors was
limited to one hour; from a ship’s company of over 2,000 men only 36 were found.
On 27 December, the 36th Division refuelled at Kola Inlet. The following day the four destroyers sailed
direct to Scapa Flow arriving there on 2 January 1944. The bad weather continued and on passage
Opportune lost one of her whalers. Our arrival at Scapa Flow was a memorable occasion; the entire fleet
was assembled there to cheer us to our anchorage. The order was given to “splice the mainbrace”.

Su m m a ry
There were very few among the ship’s company on Opportune who were fully aware of exactly how the
Battle of North Cape gradually unfolded on Boxing Day 1943. My radar screen, with its line of fluctuating
“grass” contacts, failed to paint the full picture of what was taking place. The thunder of almost constant
1
In fact, Opportune fired four torpedoes at 2100 yards and fired another salvo of four at 2500
yards, scoring one hit with each salvo.
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H.M.S. Opportune: Ship’s company in Scapa Flow shortly after the Battle of North Cape

gun fire from Duke of York and the cruisers was deafening, as was the roar of their shells passing above
our destroyer at what seemed to be masthead height. Those on the bridge and on the upper deck were
repeatedly illuminated by salvoes of star shell. The entire action was fought in total darkness or, at times,
in what passed for twilight in extreme weather conditions. The galley had been shut down on Christmas
Day, therefore corned beef sandwiches and kai were passed around whenever possible. Needless to
say, there were many awards for bravery handed out following the battle, however the ship’s company
considered that their Captain’s reward of a mere Mention in Despatches to be less than generous.
(NB Admiral Sir Bruce Fraser, who was unmarried, lived with his mother in a house on Wolesey Road,
East Molesey. By coincidence mother was a regular visitor to their house to play bridge with Mrs Fraser;
mother occasionally met with the Admiral when he was home on leave, but I don’t believe she ever let
on that her son was a rating serving in one of the C in C’s ships!

Convoys a nd D - Day
Between the end of January and the beginning of April 1944 Opportune
escorted a total of four convoys to and from Murmansk - JW56B/RA56 and
JW58/RA58.
An enemy agent reported the departure of JW56B from Akureyri, Iceland
on 22 January to the German High Command; as a result the sixteen
merchant ships and their escort were attacked by a wolfpack of fifteen
U-boats. The destroyer, Hardy, was sunk but two U-boats were destroyed
by depth charge. Despite becoming separated due to the exceptionally
heavy weather, all sixteen merchantmen arrived safely at the Kola Inlet.
Admiral Sir Bruce Fraser

The homeward convoy, RA56, comprising thirty-nine merchant ships was
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by far the largest to leave Kola Inlet since the start of the campaign in August 1941. A greatly enlarged
escort group included an outer screen of thirteen destroyers. Inevitably this great armada was soon
detected by German reconnaissance planes and, before long, by the customary wolfpack of U-boats.
The convoy reached Loch Ewe without loss but, between them, the destroyer screen was left with only a
handful of depth charges!
Following the safe arrival of RA56 at Loch Ewe, Opportune was kept occupied with “Fleet duties” that
entailed lying moored to a buoy at Lyness painting ship and effecting maintenance and repairs above and
below deck. It also gave the weary ship’s company the opportunity to relax and get some well-earned
sleep in their hammocks. For those who could be bothered to go ashore, weak beer and snacks were
available in the NAAFI canteen. During March, Opportune joined other destroyers in the English Channel
for anti-E-boat exercises, to prepare for the approaching Normandy landings.
On 27 March 1944, JW58 a convoy of no less than forty-nine freighters, departed Loch Ewe for
Murmansk with a powerful escort. Five sloops and five corvettes were joined by a total of, no less than,
twenty destroyers to protect the merchantmen. Among the latter, Opportune was reunited with five of
her comrades in the 17th DF. The convoy was also accompanied by two escort carriers and the cruiser
Diadem. From 29 March the convoy was under constant surveillance and attack by enemy aircraft and
three wolfpacks comprising seventeen U-boats. Twelve of the former were shot down by the Fleet Air
Arm; four U-boats were destroyed by depth charge. The convoy arrived intact on 5 April.
The return convoy (RA58) comprising thirty-six merchant ships left Kola Inlet on 7 April. Despite
continuous attack by two wolfpacks RA58 arrived unmolested at Loch Ewe on 14 April.
On 12 April Opportune was detached from RA58 with orders to proceed to Hull for a twelve day boiler
clean. Each watch was granted five days leave, giving me my first opportunity of a break at home since
joining the ship in November 1943. While at Hull the entire ship’s company was plunged into gloom
when James, John Lee-Barber’s beloved bull terrier, died. This grand dog accompanied his master
to the sea cabin or on to the bridge for the entire time the ship was at sea. To the crew, James was
regarded as their ship’s mascot.

The Battl e o f Sl apton Sa n d s
After completing the boiler clean, Opportune joined other flotillas to practice bombarding and general
invasion exercises off Slapton Sands in South Devon. On the night of 27/28 April, German E-boats
slipped through the destroyer screen and sank two tank-landing craft and damaged six others. Over 700
American servicemen were killed and 3000 wounded in the explosions or were drowned afterwards.
Opportune and Orwell engaged the E-boats, which made off at high speed, masking their escape with a
smoke screen. The events that took place on that terrible night remained shrouded in secrecy for many
months to come.
On 11 May Onslow, escorted by Opportune, was given the honour of carrying H.M. King George VI on an
inspection of his Home Fleet at Scapa Flow. On passage from Scrabster, to the delight of the monarch,
the two destroyers exercised submarine attacks.
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Onslow: Captain Browning and King George VI on the bridge

D-Day - 6 J u n e 1944
As dawn broke on 6 June 1944, the eight ships of the 17th DF were among the 105 destroyers
deployed in the English Channel to patrol the swept channels off the landing beaches, and to protect
the routes from the south coast used by the invasion forces. Opportune was involved in a number
of skirmishes with E-boats; other ships in the flotilla engaged enemy MTBs and destroyers. Constant
patrolling by day and night continued until well into August.
On 18 July 1944 I was rated Able Seaman which may not seem of great importance, but for an ordinary
seaman, it represented an important step on his career ladder - also an increase in pay! On the same
day I became entitled to my daily tot of rum - a day celebrated with “sippers” and “gulpers” kindly
proffered by my messmates, the coxswain and the boatswain. Fortunately, I was off watch during the
afternoon and there were no calls to action stations!
Some weeks following D-Day, Opportune received a signal from the Admiralty, stating that the
Submarine Service was seeking volunteer radar operators who would receive additional training in the
use of sonar equipment. Once qualified and having been accepted by the Service, ratings would receive
an additional two shillings and sixpence (12p) per day in pay. I was very happy in Opportune but, for
some reason, the glamour of serving in a submarine, not to mention the extra money, appealed. Despite
the efforts of my messmates from doing so, I volunteered. In the middle of August I left Opportune at
Dover to head for the Royal Naval Air Station at Yeovilton to qualify as a Radar Plot Operator 2nd Class
(RP2) - one of the requisites of becoming a submariner.

H. M. S ub mari n es - H . M . S. Ti pto e
I left RNAS Yeovilton at the end of August as a fully qualified RP2. Following a sonar course at Gosport,
the serious training to become a submariner began at H.M.S. Dolphin, Gosport. During training we never
set foot in a submarine, it was all class room work learning the theory of service in a submarine. Vents,
blows and every sort of pipe were explained in detail, with constant tests to ensure we fully understood
these technicalities. An entire week was taken up with comprehensive instruction and drill in escape
procedure which warrants a full description of what this entailed.
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Training in escaping from a submarine took place in a 100 foot deep tank, using Davis Submerged
Escape Apparatus (DSEA) under the supervision of a Chief Petty Officer. The DSEA resembled a life
jacket with buoyancy bags at the front and rear. At the base of the jacket there was an air bottle with
an adjoining valve for controlling the flow of air into the buoyancy bags which, in turn, determined the
rate of ascent to the surface. There was a tube at the top of the jacket with a mouthpiece attached. The
trainee entered a sealed chamber at the bottom of the tank and, having closed the door, the rating in
charge began to flood the chamber. By the time the water reached chin height it was not uncommon
for some trainees to panic. On these occasions the flooding was immediately halted and the trainee
was extracted from the chamber and removed from the course. Once the water was at chin height the
pressure was equalised and the instructor opened the hatch at the top of the chamber, the trainee then
floated to the surface carefully regulating his speed of ascent - too fast an ascent might seriously damage
his ear drums.
The final few days of our training were spent gaining practical sea experience in an extremely old (1918)
H class boat that was very small, cramped and constantly leaking water when submerged. At the

H.M.S Tiptoe

conclusion of the course I was deemed to be a fully qualified submariner and began to earn “danger
money” of two shillings and sixpence per day.
Very soon I received a draft chit to join the recently commissioned H.M.S. Tiptoe, commanded by Lt Cdr.
Peter Harrison DSO DSC and bar, then moored alongside the dock at Dolphin. My service in Tiptoe was
of short duration for reasons that will become clear, but in the meantime I was pleased to finally to be in
an operational boat. The crew of fifty-five that included the captain and four officers were affable, easy
to get on with and I soon settled into my new life. I will not describe the interior layout of Tiptoe, since
we have seen the submarine Alliance, at Gosport, which was built to identical specifications.
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Tiptoe’s main function was to patrol the seas off France, Denmark and at times, as far north as Norway,
searching for enemy warships and merchantmen. Each patrol lasted for about three weeks, surfacing
each night to recharge batteries, when the boat would be conned from the bridge. A flow of welcome
fresh air through the opened main hatch would filter though the boat, partially eliminating the allpervading smell of diesel and other unpleasant aromas. (In those days, submarines were not equipped
with showers; water for personal hygiene purposes was strictly limited and any washing of clothing
was out of the question). When surfaced, we were allowed to smoke and the main meal of the day
was served. During the first few days of each patrol, the cook was able to serve up fresh meat and
vegetables, but when these became exhausted, we lived off reconstituted food. Officers and ratings
received exactly the same rations cooked in the single small galley. Before long, most of the crew began
to suffer from constipation through lack of exercise and the poor diet.
At this stage of the war, there was a dearth of targets on offer ,to the disgust of our much decorated
skipper - no self-respecting submarine captain ever wanted to return to base with a full set of torpedoes
in his torpedo tubes. Nevertheless we did achieve some success, and on one unforgettable occasion
we were forced to lie doggo on the sea-bed for what seemed a lifetime whilst being depth charged by a
German destroyer. The perceived wisdom at the time was that to cause it any serious damage, a depth
charge would have to explode within fifty yards of a submarine. This may have been correct, but the
noise of an exploding depth charge even 200 yards from a boat can be unnerving to say the least! It can
also create a fair amount of minor damage - ruptured seams, vents, piping and loss of main lighting etc.
At the conclusion of each patrol, we were put through the escape drill procedure in the tank at Gosport.
By mid-January 1945 I was no stranger to this routine test, but on the day I took it that month, I was
issued with a set of apparatus that included a faulty valve - the vital piece of equipment that controls the
rate of ascent through the water. I rose to the surface far too quickly and damaged my ear drums, not
seriously (chronic titus media), but sufficient to disqualify me from any further service as a submariner.
Back to Chatham!

Retur n to H . M . S O ppo rt u n e
I was far from happy to be back in the prison-like confines of R.N.B. Chatham, however, on my first
night there, I struck lucky. Sitting in the NAAFI drinking a beer - to which I was now entitled! - I was
joined by an acquaintance from my earlier stay in barracks; a writer (clerk) who happened to work in
the drafting office. After a few beers I asked him whether there was an outside chance that Opportune
might be short of a radar operator - if so could he pull strings to get me the posting. It was a slim hope,
but he promised to keep his ear to the ground. A couple of days later I was summoned to the drafting
office to be greeted by my friend, grinning like a Cheshire cat holding in his hand my draft chit for
Opportune as an RP2. There was also a travel warrant for Rosyth where I was to join the ship one week
later. Apparently, one of Opportune’s radar operators had only just been put ashore suffering from
appendicitis - it was like winning the present-day lottery! That night I treated my friend to many pints in
the NAAFI and my “tot” the next day.
As my train passed over the Forth Bridge, a few days later, I followed the tradition of all sailors, by
tossing a penny into the water below for good luck. For good reasons, sailors have always been
notoriously suspicious - tossing a penny into the Forth was a routine ritual for everyone of them. There
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H.M.S. Opportune Wardroom 1945

must be a King’s ransom of pennies lying on the seabed below the bridge! Opportune was in the final
stages of a boiler clean when I reported myself to the officer of the watch at the gangway on 30 January
1945. I immediately felt at home, especially when I was assigned to my former (No. 2) mess where Len
Phillips remained in charge.
There had been only one significant change among the ship’s company - Commander R.E.D. Ryder VC
(Red Ryder) had succeeded Johnny Lee-Barber as Captain in August 1944. Ryder was commanding a
Q-ship when it was sunk in the Atlantic; after floating alone for four days on a plank of wood he was
rescued by a tanker. In recognition of his bravery, when commanding the naval forces in the attack on St.
Nazaire in March 1942, he was awarded the VC. When taking over command, he had apparently been
rather taken aback upon learning that, with the exception of his engineer officer, his entire wardroom
was made up of R.N.V.R. officers. Ryder who was a brilliant combat captain and ship handler, possessed
tremendous physical stamina. Of equal importance, he was popular with his crew.
On 6 February, Opportune formed a part of a seventeen ship escort group to twenty-four merchantmen
(JW64). Two escort carriers and a cruiser completed the covering force when the convoy left the Clyde.
Once the convoy was in the vicinity of Bear Island, it came under constant attack from U-boats and
German torpedo bombers. The usual atrocious weather conditions forced many of the freighters to
scatter, making it difficult for the escort vessels to shepherd their charges into some form of protective
formation. Despite these setbacks, the merchantmen arrived at Kola Inlet, without loss, on 15 February.
Opportune, in company with the corvette, Denbigh Castle, were the last two ships of the convoy to pass
through the boom gate at the entrance to the Kola Inlet in thick fog. Denbigh Castle was torpedoed by a
U-boat. Despite the efforts of her crew to keep her afloat, the corvette was finally beached and became
a total loss.
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The return convoy (RA64) was memorable for three noteworthy incidents. In the first instance, the
weather was quite the worst experienced by any convoy up to that time. Between 17 and 27 February
the convoy was pounded by winds ranging between Force 7 and 12 compelling the freighters to scatter
on two occasions. The escort vessels, including Opportune, were covered in ice which, combined with
70 knot winds and 60 foot waves, threatened to capsize these small ships.
The second incident took
place when the winds had
eased to Force 8. This
“comparative lull” in the
weather was sufficient to
allow fighters to take off
from the pitching flight
decks of the two escort
carriers to protect the
convoy from attack by a
formation of enemy torpedo
aircraft. The enemy failed
A merchant ship during the passage of RA 64
to register any hits on the
convoy, but six of their number were shot down by the pilots of the F.A.A. When two fighters ditched
in the mountainous seas while trying to land on their respective carriers at the same time, Ryder crashlanded our whaler and its crew to pick up one Swordfish crew. We then dashed off at speed to rescue
the second pair of airmen from their rubber dinghy. In the meantime, a sudden snow storm blanketed
visibility, preventing our lookouts from sighting our whaler. (At the time, our radar was temporarily
out of action, due to storm damage to the aerial). After half an hour we had almost given up hope of
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Escort Nairana, seen from H.M.S. Campania (convoy JW 64)

locating our seaboat when Orwell’s radar tracked it down and directed us to its exact position. The two
aircrew, suffering from exposure, were resuscitated by the surgeon-lieutenant. Shortly after this incident
we were able to rescue another two airmen from their ditched aircraft, thereby maintaining our one
hundred per cent success rate in saving the lives of those gallant F.A.A. pilots and crew.

Escort carrier Nairana and an American liberty ship in heavy weather (convoy RA 64)

Within twenty-four hours the weather had worsened with winds increased to Force 11/12 forcing many
of the merchantmen to heave-to with engine trouble, faulty steering gear and split deck beams. In these
conditions we had to contend with our third and final incident during this nightmare voyage. Well to the
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south of the convoy, a straggler, the American merchant ship Henry Bacon, was attacked and severely
damaged by torpedo bombers. The ship was carrying as passengers 70 Norwegian evacuees (mainly
women and children) recently rescued from the island of Soroy by British destroyers. Opportune and
Offa were detached to search for the crew and passengers of the sinking ship, guided by a Swordfish
from one of the escort carriers. With great difficulty we were able to rescue 58 women and children
from the ship’s lifeboats - Offa saved the crew and remaining civilians. Our wardroom, officers’ cabins
and mess decks were filled with the survivors, many of whom were in need of urgent medical attention.
One 12-year old boy, apparently oblivious to his recent experiences, appointed himself spokesman for
the survivors, spending much of his time on the bridge having long discussions with Red Ryder, who had
a working knowledge of his language.
Following this episode, we were running low on fuel; we were therefore detached from the convoy on
25 February to proceed to the Faeroes to replenish our bunkers and to land our passengers. Our next
destination was Hull for a boiler clean and three days leave for each watch.

Mi ne-L ayi n g
Once the boiler clean was completed, we steamed to Immingham Dock where both sets of torpedo
tubes were replaced with mining
rails fitted along the iron and
quarterdecks. A full capacity of
60 Mark IV moored contact mines
were embarked at the same time.
On 10 March, in company with
Orwell, also recently converted
for mine-laying duties, we sailed
for an area between the Shetlands
and Faeroes to lay our mines in
the stretch of water favoured by
U-boats to reach the Atlantic.
Two days after completing the
mine-lay we were once more on
our way to the Kola Inlet (free of
Aurora Borrealis (Drawing by R.E.D. Ryder VC)
mines) escorting JW65, a convoy
that was memorable for the huge area of pack ice and a dense snow blizzard we encountered. Two
merchantmen, with the loss of all hands, were lost to attacks by U-boats. The return convoy (RA65)
reached Loch Ewe unmolested and intact on 1 April.
We had only just completed refuelling from the fleet tanker at Scapa Flow when we were ordered to
sail to Rosyth, with Orwell and the mine-laying cruiser Apollo, to load up with mines in preparation for
a mine-lay off the east coast. Once finished, the three of us steamed to Milford Haven to take on board
new outfits of moored mines before returning to our anchorage at Scapa Flow. On 17 April Opportune,
Orwell and Apollo were joined by the recently converted minelayer, Obedient on what transpired to
be our last voyage to Murmansk. After many months of contentious haggling with the Admiralty, the
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Russians had at last agreed to a deep anti U-boat minefield being laid across the approaches to the Kola
Inlet - an area where U-boats consistently laid in wait for convoys. The squadron of four minelayers,
accompanied by the light cruiser, Dido, to give anti-aircraft cover, sailed from Scapa Flow on 17 April to
lay the minefield ahead of Convoy JW66. On the fast passage at 20 knots to Kola, the three destroyers
were faced with a new set of hazards. The two long lines of rails, running fore and aft, each of them
carrying 30 mines resting on large steel sinkers and mooring cable containers restricted movement along
the upper deck. Spray which formed into ice, required constant chipping and scraping from the mines
and their projecting horns to safeguard the ships’ stability.
After refuelling at Polyarnoe, the mine-lay began on 22 April, with the four ships, steaming at 10 knots
in precise formation, laying 276 mines across Kola Inlet approaches. It was a nerve-racking operation,
particularly so when, at the very start of the lay, our asdic operator identified the presence of a
submerged U-boat off our starboard beam. We could only assume that the sight of three destroyers
and a light cruiser deterred the U-boat captain from pressing home an attack. At the conclusion of the
lay, the squadron returned at high speed passing over the minefield to prove to the Russian observers,
on board each of our ships, that we had in fact laid a deep field. The Russians were visibly shaken! Our
return trip to Scapa Flow; at full speed, was uneventful. However, while we were steaming home, a
U-boat struck one of our recently laid mines and was lost with all hands. Convoy JW66 reached the Kola
Inlet without loss.
Within 24 hours of completing our refuelling, Opportune was once more at sea escorting escort carriers
whose aircraft were to make an offensive strike against shipping and a U-boat depot ship at Narvik. The
depot ship, a trawler and a U-boat were sunk. The planned second part of this operation was cancelled
following an order by Admiral Donitz, on 4 May, instructing the German fleet to cease hostilities.

Peace a nd Gua rd S h i p D u t i es
Opportune reached Scapa Flow from Narvik on 6 May. At dawn the next morning, in company with
Obedient and two cruisers, we were heading for what the Admiralty “believed” to be a swept channel
through a massive enemy-laid minefield to the Skagerrak
Strait between Norway and Denmark. Our orders were
to monitor and intercept returning U-boats. Steaming in
line-ahead at slow speed through the minefield was an
experience equally as harrowing as any action encountered
previously by the ship’s company. With the end of hostilities
in sight, the tension among the crew ran high. Several
U-boats were intercepted; they were ordered to proceed to
Kiel flying a black flag of surrender.
On 8 May (VE Day), the signal from the Admiralty that
Germany had surrendered was received with a feeling
of relief rather than jubilation. In Britain the population
was celebrating the end of the war, but it was not so easy
for the crews of the four warships, at sea in the middle
of a minefield in the Skagerrak, to feel quite so cheerful
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as the civilians ashore! We returned to Rosyth for a boiler clean on 10 May. Apart from two similar
short breaks, Opportune had, by now, been at sea on operations of one sort or another for some three
months. This non-stop activity was to continue for many weeks ahead. On 18 May, Opportune formed
part of a strong escort group covering two cruisers and two escort carriers bound for Copenhagen via
the Skagerrak, to accept the surrender of the German naval units and to liberate the Danish capital. To
our great relief, our passage through the Skagerrak was preceded by no less than eight minesweepers!
To our frustration, we were denied the pleasure of taking part in the celebrations in Copenhagen; having
seen the “big ships” safely to the approaches of the port, we were ordered to return to Rosyth for
another urgent assignment.
It transpired that the British Flag
Officer, Kiel, was experiencing
problems in maintaining authority
over the local population who
were defiantly refusing to accept
defeat. He therefore signalled
the Admiralty that there was an
immediate need of one destroyer
at Flensburg and two at Kiel to
assist in bringing the situation
under control. In response to this
signal, the Admiralty dispatched
Bridge over the Kiel Canal 24th May 1946
Opportune (Senior Officer),
Obedient and Offa to Cuxhaven
close to the entrance of the Kiel Canal, on 24 May. Our passage across the North Sea, at full speed, in
calm weather was most exhilarating - until we reached the shallow waters of the Elbe estuary where
the Germans had laid an extensive field of pressure mines on the seabed. We reduced our speed to
three knots. All hands were ordered onto the upper deck, leaving the minimum number of ERAs and
stokers to man the engine and boiler rooms. This final stage of our passage to Cuxhaven was completed
in total silence throughout the ship with fingers crossed that we would not detonate a pressure mine!
Opportune, leading her two
sister ships, was the first of
the Allied warships to enter
and pass through the Kiel
Canal. With a German pilot
on the bridge of each ship,
we cruised at slow speed
along the waterway with
all hands at action stations
prepared for any eventuality.
Large numbers of fullymanned heavy anti-aircraft
Kiel Harbour 1946
batteries sited along each
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bank of the canal gave rise to some concern at first; however the German gunners displayed no sign of
hostility. Crowds of German civilians began to appear on the tow paths waving and cheering as each
ship passed by. We were uncertain how best to respond to this reception until Ryder gave the order to
disregard the display of enthusiasm by our recent enemies. Further along the canal we passed under a
bridge guarded by troops of the 8th Army. Their sergeant-major lined up his soldiers before giving the
order to present arms. Ryder ordered our ensign to be “dipped” in acknowledgement of this mark of
respect; the sailors greeted the soldiers with great cheers. We passed through the locks at Kiel after
dark on 25 May and berthed.
At dawn the following day we were able to see for ourselves that the entire port area was in a state of
total chaos. The harbour was jammed with shipping of every description packed with thousands of
refugees, fleeing ahead of the Russian Red Army’s advance into East Prussia. Packs of U-boats were
berthed alongside their depot ships, their rebellious crews refusing to leave their boats. That afternoon
Opportune departed for Flensburg,
leaving Obedient and Offa to deal
with sorting out the problems
in Kiel. Ironically our passage to
Flensburg was led by Germanmanned minesweepers through a
British laid minefield!
Flensburg was, by now, the seat of
the German government headed by
Admiral Karl Donitz. The harbour
served as a base for a large fleet of
E-boats, all of them fully manned,
their tubes loaded with torpedoes.
Opportune’s torpedomen were
given the task of boarding each
E-Boats moored alongside their mother ship
boat to disarm the warheads on
every torpedo. It was a dangerous
assignment, often hampered by the belligerent attitude adopted by the German crews. We were
allowed, for the first time, to set foot on German soil, under strict orders that fraternisation of any sort
with the local population would be severely punished. In fact there was little of interest to see or do
in the town; in common with the majority of our crew I made only one trip ashore. During this single
visit, I watched as German troops, who had already been disarmed at the border (with Denmark), march
through the town on their way to a prisoner of war camp. They were a demoralised, dejected bunch of
soldiers.
Having once completed our work at Flensburg we sailed for Lubeck to act as guardship. Since we were
berthed alongside a large park, Red Ryder instructed that the entire ship’s company take part in a sports
day. Each one of the ship’s departments competed against each other in sprints, long-distance and
relay races. There were also the traditional three-legged and sack races. I seem to remember that the
stokers (most of them overweight, tough Scotsmen) beat the wardroom in the final of the tug of war;
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Shore patrol - Wilhelmshaven 1945

Two P.O.W.s, left and centre. MJR wearing cap
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Red Ryder was the anchor-man on the rope. It was a great day, enjoyed thoroughly by the whole crew.
After a week or so at Lubeck we spent a few days at Travemunde before heading back to Kiel where the
situation remained unsettled. During a run ashore with my shipmates, we came across a bar in the port
area where the beer was of far better quality than any to be found in our pubs back home in England.
We were served by a barmaid who spoke perfect English, with a strong Cockney accent. She told us
that she had, in fact, once lived in the East End of London, but had spent the entire war working in Kiel.
We didn’t know whether or not to believe this story, but in view of the non-fraternisation order, did
not prolong the conversation. From Kiel we proceeded to Wilhelmshaven; a port festering with unrest
due to the activities of the “Werewolves”. This underground organisation of ex-German servicemen
was bent on creating havoc among the occupation forces, blowing up installations, army vehicles and
setting ambushes for military convoys. Shore patrols, from Opportune, armed with Lee Enfield rifles,
maintained a round the clock guard of the port area. Recreational shore leave for the crew was out of
the question. Our spell of duty in Germany ended in late July when we returned to Rosyth for a boiler
clean and some home leave for both watches.

A Pleas ur e Cr u i s e
During our stay in Rosyth the hands painted the ship from truck to waterline, replacing our Arctic
camouflage with regulation Home Fleet light grey paint. Once this work was finished, we set sail for
what can only be described as a voyage of a lifetime, that today would cost a tourist many hundreds of
pounds.
Our first port of call was Copenhagen, the city we had earlier been denied the satisfaction of visiting.
Our visit coincided with that of a cruiser and another (Z Class) destroyer. The three warships were
berthed alongside one another, the cruiser beside the quay, the two destroyers outboard. The first
priority for the squadron was to prepare each ship
for two childrens’ parties to be held on successive
days. On Opportune, the port and starboard
mining rails were converted to miniature railways
with makeshift carriages pushed up and down
“the line” by sailors. Our 4” guns were turned into
roundabouts with seats strung from the horizontal
barrels, rotated by the enthusiastic gun crews. In
spaces once occupied by torpedo tubes, wardroom
and galley staff laid out tea and refreshments.
The main feature of this “funfair” was a slide
descending from the cruiser’s mainmast to the
iron deck of the outboard destroyer - present day
health and safety officials would have had a field
“Ginger” on CAT alongside 1945
day issuing summonses had they witnessed the
children riding and sliding about our ships! All
three ships were dressed overall with bunting flying from stem to stern in the warm sunshine. The day’s
activities ended with a firework display and beating the retreat, on the quayside, by the cruiser’s Royal
Marine band. This was the first time I had witnessed this impressive ceremony that was appreciated by
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both the local civilian population and sailors alike. An impromptu dance to music played by the Royal
Marine bandsmen lasted until well into the night.
We spent seven days in Copenhagen, each watch being granted shore leave on alternate days. An
open invitation to take part in guided tours of our ships was accepted by hundreds of the local citizens;
however we soon learnt that it was wise to keep our personal possessions safely under lock and key!
Wherever we went in the city, we were most warmly greeted by the Danes, who often refused to accept
any payment for our purchases in restaurants or bars. Shops were well stocked, there being no evidence
of rationing of clothing or foodstuffs. In particular, I remember sitting in a restaurant, in the celebrated
Tivoli Gardens, gorging myself on cakes filled with real cream! All of us were struck by the lack of any
blackout; after nearly five years of war we were unaccustomed to the sight of houses, shops and streets
blazing with light. The week we spent in Copenhagen passed all too quickly, but all good things come to
an end and we were now required to “show the flag” in ports along the coast of Norway.
Our goodwill cruise along the Norwegian coastline was made independently of the cruiser and
destroyer; they had been dispatched to assume guardship duties in Kiel. There was an atmosphere
of total relaxation among the ship’s crew; those not on watch lined the guardrails on the upper deck
admiring the outstanding views as we passed through the fjords. We visited eight ports - Kristiansand,
Stavanger, Bergen, Kristiansund, Trondheim, Nambos, Boro and Narvik. We stayed in each of them for
periods ranging between three and seven days. The entire trip lasted about six weeks. The welcome
we received from the local population at each port of call was overwhelming; quite often Opportune
was the first Allied warship they had seen since peace had been declared. Without exception we were
met by huge crowds of flag-waving citizens led by their mayor, members of his town council and a brass
band. Following the playing of national anthems, the mayor would launch into a long-winded speech
of welcome. To the delight of the assembled listeners, Ryder who had a working knowledge of their
language, responded in Norwegian. The mayor, together with civic dignitaries, were always invited to
attend a reception in the wardroom. The general public, in their hundreds, accepted our invitation to
tour the ship each afternoon; however the miniature railways and roundabouts were not brought back
into use for operational reasons. Our visit to Trondheim was memorable for one particular reason. A few
miles to the west of the town there is a small village named Hell. Many of the ship’s company, myself
included, took the train there to purchase and post from the local post office, a picture postcard of the
village to friends and families. I often wonder what became of my postcard inscribed “Dear Mother and
Father - I am in Hell - love from Michael”. As already noted our “Pleasure Cruise” lasted some six weeks;
in late September we were ordered back to Rosyth for home fleet duties.

End o f Co m mi ss i on
In fact, our time at Rosyth was to be short-lived; within a few days of our arrival we received fresh orders
to proceed to our home port, Chatham, to be paid off. This news came as an unwelcome surprise to
everyone, officers and men alike. On 13 October 1945, Opportune entered Chatham dockyard, paying
off pennant flying from the mainmast, for the last time. It was a depressing occasion, but before
the ship’s company departed for R.N.B. Chatham, there was one final duty to be completed. It was
considered appropriate that to acknowledge the generosity of her sponsors - the Borough of Brentford
and Chiswick - Opportune should host a reception for the mayor, his council and a selection of the
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borough’s citizens. On the appointed day our guests arrived at the dockside in four coaches. I was one
of the sailors detailed to guide a small group of our visitors around the ship. Among my group there
was a rather good looking young lady wearing a skirt rather than trousers, that would have been more
appropriate for clambering up and down the ladders of a small ship. All went well until we reached the
foot of the ladder leading to the top of the mainmast some 70 feet above dock level. “I want to climb
the ladder” said the young lady. “No way” I replied. “Far too dangerous” (Health and Safety!) It soon
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became clear that our guest from Brentford was so determined to climb the mast that the chief bosun’s
mate now stepped in to resolve the situation. “Ok, Ginger,” (my nickname) he said, “If this lady wants
to climb the mainmast, let her have a go. But you, Ginger, will be right behind her to make certain she
doesn’t miss her footing and fall down.” So off we set, me looking up her skirt as we climbed, cheered
on by roars of encouragement (envy?) from my shipmates. Looking down to the main deck I spotted my
captain, the mayor, half the ship’s company and a crowd of civilians following our progress. Our descent
was even more embarrassing as I had to guide her feet onto each rung of the ladder. Having reached the
safety of the main deck, she rejoined her friends without giving me a word of thanks!
Soon after the Brentford reception, the ship’s company was marched into barracks, leaving Opportune
for the last time; but not before I had obtained the signatures of most of them on the back of a
photograph of our ship. Opportune had been a “happy ship” crewed for the most part by “hostilities
only” officers and men. We were fortunate to have been
commanded by two outstanding destroyer captains whose
enthusiasm for their work permeated throughout the
whole of the ship’s company. For their part, the sailors on
the lower deck learnt the importance of showing respect
and consideration for their fellow shipmates, often in
appalling living conditions. Equally there was, at all times,
an underlying sense of humour among the crew, even
when chipping away ice from the upper deck, in a force 10
gale, after no sleep for 24 hours! I made many friends on
board the Opportune, some of whom I have kept in touch
with over the years; sadly their numbers are declining
all too quickly. Soon after the war ended, Len Phillips
established the H.M.S. Opportune Association, producing
a quarterly gazette, giving news of old shipmates. By the
end of 1945, the remaining ‘O’ boats had all been paid off;
the 17th Destroyer Flotilla had ceased to exist. Opportune
became attached to the shore - based H.M.S. Vernon at
Portsmouth, acting as a mining and torpedo tender. The
ship was broken up in November 1955 at Milford Haven.

Ho m e L eave
Under normal circumstances, each watch took it in turns to go on leave every other boiler clean. If
the boiler clean coincided with maintenance and repair work, requiring more time being spent in the
dockyard, then both watches were granted leave in rotation. In the latter event, the ship was at the
mercy of the arbitrary working habits of the dockyard mateys, whose work to rule policy repeatedly
delayed a ship’s return to sea duty. This highly-paid, militant workforce demanded, and received,
“danger money” for all work performed six feet above deck level. When working on a ship in dry dock
they received double pay. Pilfering of vital stores and equipment was rampant, only to be discovered
once the ship was at sea.
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There was one occasion when we uncovered the theft from our whaler of the entire stock of emergency
food supplies, very pistols and flares, intended for use by survivors in the event of a shipwreck.
Unsurprisingly, dockyard workers were despised by all sailors. There was one memorable incident when
we took four very Bolshie dockyard workers with us to Iceland. Opportune was in Rosyth dockyard at
the time, when Ryder received an order to depart immediately to join a convoy being assembled at
Seidisfiord. Since these four workers had yet to complete some minor repair work, Ryder decided they
should remain on board to finish the job during our passage to Seidisfiord. They were not well-pleased;
particularly when we ran into a spell of really rough weather. The trade union leaders, outraged at the
“abduction” of their colleagues, protested strongly to the Admiralty but to no avail. Ryder heard nothing
further about the matter.
To travel to and from his destination each sailor was given a leave pass, a free railway travel warrant
and a ration book. In theory he was expected to pay when travelling by bus, but, in practice, most
conductresses - known as “clippies” - waived any payment of fares by servicemen. Main line stations
throughout the country were patrolled constantly by heavy-handed members of the regulating branch
(naval police), on the lookout for deserters or sailors who had overstayed their leave. I was stopped
frequently, with a curt demand to produce my leave pass. The naval police, who never went to sea, were
thoroughly disliked by all sailors.
The ration book contained the requisite number of coupons to provide food for the sailor during his
leave. It was particularly welcomed by his family, for a serviceman’s rations were double those of a
civilian. As a matter of interest, it is worth taking a look at the standard weekly entitlement of rationed
food for a civilian in 1943/45.
Bacon and ham		

4 ounces

Sugar				

8 ounces

Loose tea			

2 ounces

Cheese				

1 ounce

Butter				

2 ounces

Margarine			

4 ounces

Lard				

2 ounces

Meat				

1 shilling 2 pence

Preserves (incl. marmalade) 2 pounds
Sweets/chocolate		

12 ounces per month

Milk				

2 pints

N.B. 1/2d bought about 1 pound 3oz of meat.
“Points” were deducted for tinned and dried food. Eggs were rationed and were allocated to regular
customers when available, usually one egg per week or one packet of egg power (12 “eggs”) per month.
Poultry was not rationed, but was seldom obtainable. Many a friendly tradesman was happy to sell
“under the counter”, i.e. “black market” rationed food to his regular customers if and when it was
available. It has been said by numerous learned scientists, that, due to rationing, the British public have
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never since been so healthy as they were during the war years.
Having once greeted my parents, and after a long chat, my first priority was to enjoy a long hot bath in water no more than 5 inches deep; using the minimum amount of soap (one 3oz bar per month!).
mother would wash my dirty clothes using part of her stock of soap flakes (12 oz per month) or soap
powder (24oz per month). My leaves were spent generally relaxing, seeing my friends at either The
Albion on Bridge Road, East Molesey or at The Swan, Thames Ditton. Also, I began to visit a Palais de
Danse, on Eden Street, Kingston where servicemen and women were granted free admission. Dance
music was played by a small, but talented, group of musicians.
Servicemen on leave were forbidden to wear civilian clothes. For security reasons, sailors’ cap tallies
bore the legend “H.M.S.”, the name of his ship being omitted. Submariners were issued with cap tallies
with the words “H.M. Submarines”. The “in vogue” phrase at the time was “Touch a sailor’s collar for
luck”. It was taken literally by many a young lady, that lead to many a budding romance. In my case,
however, it only resulted in more frequent washing of my collar! It was not uncommon for one’s sleep
to be disturbed by the air raid siren heralding the approach of enemy bombers. Their targets were
Brooklands and the Metropolitan Waterboard works at Sunbury. The level crossing at Hampton Court
was hit once; houses beside Molesey lock were damaged on another occasion. At times it seemed to be
more safe at sea rather than on land!
More often than not boiler cleans were carried out at either Hull or Rosyth, the latter, being only a short
distance by train from Edinburgh, was the most popular of the two ports. For the price of one shilling, I
could purchase bed and breakfast at the Y.M.C.A. near Waverley Station, plus a bath with a clean towel
and a fish and chip supper. Small wonder that this establishment was rated so highly by all seamen.

Ma k e a S i g n a l
Ships of the Royal Navy have for generations used flags, semaphore or Aldis signal lamps to
communicate with each other. For the most part signals between ships are brief and to the point; at
times, reprimanding a captain for some such minor transgression as poor station- keeping or praising
him for a well executed manoeuvre or the turnout of his ship’s company. However, from time to time,
an element of humour entered into communications between captains as demonstrated by the following
signals between ships of the 17th Destroyer Flotilla.
Oribi had an unfortunate reputation for being somewhat accident prone, not always, it must be said,
of her own making. On one occasion when Captain (D), on board Onslow, was exercising his flotilla off
Rosyth, Oribi was involved in a minor collision with her flotilla leader. Captain (D) - “What do you intend
to do now?”
Oribi - “Buy a farm”
Commodore of a convoy bound for Murmansk in very bad weather to Orwell “Why have you taken so
long to rejoin convoy?”
Orwell - “It was uphill all the way.”
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Following the introduction by the Germans of magnetic mines, ships hulls were de-magnetised
(degaussing) or more commonly “wiping”. Captain (D) to Opportune “Proceed to Chatham to have your
bottom wiped.”
When leaving harbour, in line astern, to join a convoy it was customary for the destroyer escort to
exercise its AA armament by firing at a drogue towed by an aircraft. During one such exercise a shell
burst in front of the aircraft. The pilot immediately broadcast by R/T “I am pulling this bloody thing, not
pushing it”. (The offending ship was never identified!)
Oribi (again!) was trying to secure to head and stern buoys in the congested anchorage at Scapa Flow
under the eyes of Rear Admiral Destroyers (RAD). This is a difficult manoeuvre at the best of times, even
so Oribi made a good approach and all seemed to be going well. The Admiral signalled “Good”. Then
things started to go horribly wrong. Oribi missed the buoys and got thoroughly tangled up. After some
time the Admiral again signalled “Add to my previous signal God”.
During one of our (“summer”) convoys to Murmansk we were being steadily shadowed day and night by
relays of German flying boats that stayed well out of range of our guns. Captain (D) in Onslow instructed
his signalman to make by Aldis lamp to the German “You are making me dizzy, for God’s sake go round
the other way.” The signal was acknowledged and the flying boat complied immediately.
When departing Rosyth for further convoy duty after a boiler clean Opportune received a “Good Luck”
signal from a passing cruiser. Johnny Lee-Barber replied “Thanks. Actually we rely on skill.”
Obedient to Offa - at anchor in Scapa Flow “Your motor boat has just destroyed my starboard gangway it seems your coxswain completely lost his head.”
Reply from Offa “Please send back my coxswain’s head”.

H .M . S . Pho eb e 1946 - 1 9 4 7
A month or so after rejoining RNB Chatham, I was transferred to the Royal Naval Air Station, Yeovilton to
attend a six week course that would culminate in my being promoted to Radar Plot Operator 1st Class
(RP1). At the successful conclusion of the course I returned to Chatham to spend three long, boring
months waiting for a draft to my next ship.
In June 1946 I received orders to join H.M.S. Phoebe, a Dido class light cruiser, then undergoing a major
refit at Devonport. Once the refit was completed, and with the new ship’s company embarked, Phoebe
was scheduled to join the Mediterranean Fleet in the role of Rear Admiral Destroyers (RAD). In other
words, she would play host to a Rear Admiral and his staff who would direct and oversee the operations
of all destroyers in the Fleet. The prospect of having on board an Admiral, with all the pomp and
ceremony his presence might entail, was unwelcome news for the crew. Members of the wardroom
were equally unhappy, for once the Admiral joined the ship in Malta, he would move into the Captain’s
quarters, who, in turn, would take over the Commander’s cabin. The Commander would be relegated to
the First Lieutenant’s cabin and so on down the chain of command to the most junior officers who would
find themselves being forced to share cabins.
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Phoebe had spent much of the war stationed in the Mediterranean, attached to the 7th Cruiser
Squadron. She had been torpedoed on two occasions; initially by an Italian torpedo bomber off Tobruk
in 1941. She went to New York for repair. In 1942, shortly after refuelling at Pointe Noire, she was
torpedoed for the second time, off the Ivory Coast, by U161. Approximately 60 of her crew were killed.
After temporary repairs at Simonstown, she accomplished the incredible feat in steaming 10,000 miles to
New York for repair with a gaping hole measuring 60ft by 30ft in her hull. Very few of us joining Phoebe
in 1946 were aware of her past exploits.
With her sleek lines, Phoebe was a fine looking ship. Weighing some 6800 tons, fully laden, she
was similar in size to a present-day destroyer! The complement of 480 officers and men included a
detachment of Royal Marines, with their band, who between them manned ‘Y’ turret and some of the
secondary armament. Despite being commissioned at Devonport, Phoebe was manned by Chatham
ratings, many of them “hostilities only” servicemen, who were looking forward to the date of their
demobilisation. At the start, those among them who had formerly served on small ships, found it
difficult to adapt to the spit and polish routine demanded of them by career officers and NCOs on a
peacetime light cruiser. There were no RNVR officers on board. Each morning the ships company, plus
the Royal Marine band, paraded on the quarterdeck to attend the daily ritual of “colours” - the raising
of the White Ensign. The seamen’s branch were then assigned their duties for the day; painting ship,
polishing, cleaning the flats or storing ship were the most common chores, performed under the critical
gaze of chiefs and petty officers. All too reminiscent of life at Chatham!
Phoebe’s refit was far from complete when I joined her in June 1946. With less than half the full
complement on board, life was quite relaxed. For those who wished to sample the dubious pleasures on
offer in Plymouth (a typically inhospitable naval town), there was regular shore leave. Weekend passes,
with free railway warrants were readily available. Mother once travelled by train to spend a weekend
at a Weymouth hotel. She had the foresight to bring with her my sports jacket, trousers and shirt, into
which I changed when having dinner with her the first night of her stay. In the restaurant, seated at a
nearby table with his wife, was my Divisional Officer, the Honourable James Cavendish, who seemed
somewhat puzzled to see me there - wearing my O.H. tie! Being a rather pompous officer, he made no
mention of our encounter when I saw him the following day. That was the day mother decided to take
a round-the-harbour pleasure trip to look at the warships anchored off Plymouth. As her boat passed
Phoebe, she spotted me, hanging by my finger tips, painting the underside of the foreward mainmast,
over 100 feet above sea level. At dinner, in the hotel, that night mother told me she had been frightened
out of her wits to see her son dangling from the mast at such a great height.
By the end of July, with the refit finally completed, and a full complement on board, we began our
working up exercises in the Channel. Two weeks later, we were on our way to Gibraltar and the
Mediterranean. During the passage we were given a lecture by the Surgeon Commander on health
and hygiene in a hot climate that included a warning that being absent from duty due to sunburn was a
punishable offence. The catering arrangements on board Phoebe were very similar to those in operation
on Opportune; the cook of the day collected the food for his messmates from the galley. However the
variety and quality of the meals prepared by the cooks were far superior to those served on Opportune.
Once more I was fortunate in finding myself among a congenial group of messmates. Most of them were
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Londoners; all of them were ex-destroyer men, so we had much in common. We were a “happy mess”.
A surprisingly calm passage through the Bay of Biscay gave the ship’s company the opportunity to shake
down and to become familiar with their duties and the ship’s routine. After refuelling at Gibraltar (and
switching from our blue uniforms to tropical whites), we set course for Malta, before long, running into a
massive storm with mountainous waves crashing into our hull. Many of the crew were taken by surprise;
we had always assumed, naively, that the Mediterranean was, without exception, as calm as a millpond!
In addition to performing routine ship duties, the radar team had been in full swing since leaving
Devonport, becoming familiar with its new quarters and taking part in training exercises. In comparison
with Opportune, the radar department on Phoebe was a far larger operation directed by a SubLieutenant (radar). Also, there were two radar mechanics plus eight operators of whom I was the
senior, being the only RP1 among them. Our office was sited immediately below the bridge from where,
through a square aperture, it was possible to view the master plot table presided over by two RP3
operators. There was a great deal of the most up to date equipment including two Type 286 sets. The
latter, with their Plan Position Indicators (PPIs) provided 360 degree sea level and air cover over long
distances. Being senior operator, I held a key to the radar office. Quite often when off watch, in harbour,
and in need of some peace and quiet, I would go there to read, write letters or to sleep on my camp bed.
There was a limited supply of camp beds issued to those among the crew who opted to sleep on the
upper deck in hot weather.

Ma lta
As we entered Grand Harbour, Valletta, the first ship we saw, lying beside the Mole with only her upper
deck and superstructure visible, was the hulk of the famed tanker, S.S. Ohio. The exploits of this ship
and her gallant crew have become a legend in the annals of merchant naval history. A full account of her
epic voyage to Malta in August 1942 can be found on the internet; the following is a brief summary of
her passage to Grand Harbour, Valletta.
On 10 August 1942, a heavily escorted convoy of fourteen merchantmen left Gibraltar for the
beleaguered island of Malta; S.S. Ohio (Captain D.W. Mason) was the sole tanker in the convoy. Within
24 hours of their departure, the ships came under constant attack from German and Italian submarines
and aircraft; carrying a cargo of 11500 tons of kerosene and diesel fuel oil, Ohio became one of their
prime targets.
Throughout the following four days, Ohio was not only torpedoed by an Italian submarine, but was also
struck repeatedly by bombs dropped from Stuka dive bombers. In the space of one 24 hour period,
when she lost all power and steerage, with a gaping hole in her hull, Captain Mason twice ordered the
abandonment and subsequent re-boarding of his ship. After two attempts by destroyers to take Ohio
under tow failed, when the hawsers snapped, it was decided to tow the crippled tanker with a destroyer
lashed to either side of her hull. It was in this manner that Ohio entered Grand Harbour on 15 August,
guided by a flotilla of tugs and minesweepers. Cheering crowds lined the docks and the ramparts above
the harbour; a brass band gave a spirited rendition of “Rule Britannia”. As the wreck was secured, the
process of pumping out the kerosene and fuel oil was begun with all possible speed; as the last few
drops were discharged, Ohio settled on the seabed. Captain Mason was later rewarded with the George
Cross.
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Damaged tanker Ohio supported by RN destroyers

The Ohio discharging cargo Grand Harbour

Out of the fourteen merchantmen that left Gibraltar on 10 August, only five reached Malta five days
later. The Royal Navy lost the aircraft carrier HMS Eagle (I.T. Rees, the Paymaster Commander on Eagle,
was among the 900 survivors; he later served as Secretary of Burhill Golf Club between 1952 and 1972).
Another aircraft carrier, HMS Indomitable, was severely damaged, as were three cruisers. Phoebe, who
formed part of the escort, survived the voyage unscathed.

Gran d Ha r bo u r, Val l e t ta
Our arrival at Grand Harbour, under the critical gaze of the Fleet Admiral and his staff was, to say the
least inauspicious. Under orders to secure to head and stern buoys, in the crowded anchorage, all
went well at the start. The two sets of buoy jumpers were despatched successfully, by motor cutter, to
their respective buoys; the bow cable was made fast to its buoy without mishap. It then became the
responsibility of the quarterdeck officer (Lieut. The Honourable James Cavendish!) to transmit to the
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bridge the required helm orders to bring the stern cable
within reach of the waiting buoy jumpers. However
matters now started to go badly wrong. Cavendish began
to panic, giving contradictory orders to the bridge with the
result that the stern swung from side to side, at one point
tipping the jumpers into the water, putting their lives
at risk from the slowly revolving propellers. After what
seemed an eternity the Captain lost patience, sending the
Executive Officer, Commander Poë, to the quarterdeck
to sort out the shambles. Neither the Captain, but more
importantly, the Fleet Admiral, could have been overly
impressed at this poor display of seamanship. In the likely
event that he was also observing the arrival of his flagship,
the RAD must have been equally unimpressed.
Tipping any form of waste over the ship’s side into Grand
Harbour was strictly forbidden. In order to deal with this
restriction, gangs of Maltese “gash” collectors secured
their wooden boats to a warship for the duration of
MJR
its stay in harbour. It was their job to collect the ship’s
refuse before taking it ashore to be sold to the destitute
members of the local community. It was a Mafia-run enterprise and very profitable. The “gash-boats”,
known as dhaisas, were always made fast to the side of the ship opposite from the gangway - well out of
sight (and the smell) of visiting dignitaries!
Soon after reaching Malta, we followed the traditional Fleet custom in retaining the services of a team of
Maltese laundrymen. Fed and quartered somewhere in the bowels of the ship, they remained on board
for the length of our deployment in the Mediterranean. In return for a small payment, our laundrymen
provided a fast and efficient service, washing and ironing our tropical kit.
With its dockyard, port facilities and ancillary services, the Royal Navy provided the population of Malta
with its major source of revenue and employment. Proprietors of shops, bars and restaurants, who
depended on the custom of sailors for their livelihood, were guilty of gross overcharging. For this reason
alone, the Maltese were generally disliked by sailors. Nevertheless, we made regular trips ashore, quite
often visiting a nearby beach to spend the afternoon swimming. More often than not we ended the day
in the NAAFI where the cost of food and drink was cheap. One of my first purchases in Valletta was a
custom-made tropical uniform, to supplement the ill-fitting versions issued at Devonport.
Within a day or so of our arrival at Valletta, I was delighted to be assigned to the crew of the ship’s motor
boat. There were four of us in the crew, the coxswain, a three badge leading seaman, an E.R.A. (Engine
Room Artificer), plus me and one other able seaman, who between us, took it in turns to man the bow
and stern with our boathooks. Our day to day duties included maintaining the boat in pristine condition,
also painting and varnishing the woodwork when necessary.
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The boat, secured to the end of a boom extending from the ship’s side, was reached by traversing the
boom (using a life line) then climbing down a Jacob’s ladder. In choppy weather making fast to the boom
before leaping onto the ladder could be a tricky operation.
When coming alongside, the crew manning the bow and stern followed a precise routine. Each of them
standing to attention facing forward, the bowman signalled his partner with a small tap on the deck
with his boathook to start the drill. In unison, the two of them would then raise their boathooks to the
horizontal above their heads, then down to waist height in readiness for hooking-on. It may sound to
be a straightforward exercise, but if the timing was anything but perfect, the coxswain would receive
a reprimand from the officer of the watch on the quarterdeck. Although Phoebe also carried a motor
cutter, open to the elements, it was the motor boat, with its fore and aft cabins, that was employed to
carry the RAD, the Captain, senior officers and dignitaries to and from the shore and other ships at any
time of the day or night. I served as a crewman on the motor boat for the whole of the time I spent on
Phoebe and thoroughly enjoyed the work.

Palesti ne
Following the arrival on board of RAD and his staff, there came about a subtle change in the day to day
routine of our ship. Officers and NCOs alike seemed forever to be on tenterhooks which, in turn, was
passed on to the crew who, for the most part, had never been at such close quarters to an Admiral!
However it soon became clear that RAD was quite easygoing and before long relative calm was restored
among the crew.
By 1946 the number of Jewish displaced persons (DPs) attempting to enter the British Mandate for
Palestine far exceeded the official quota set by the British Government in 1939. With the assistance of a
variety of Jewish underground organisations - funded by American sympathisers - literally thousands of
these illegal immigrants were smuggled from refugee camps in occupied Germany to ports in the south
of France and Italy, where they were then packed like sardines in a can on to vessels of every size and
description. Countless numbers of these unseaworthy “floating coffins” were lost at sea, along with
their human cargoes; others were forced to beach once they reached Palestine with further loss of life.
Between 1945 and 1948 the Royal Navy was assigned the unenviable task of blockading the Palestinian
coastline to prevent immigrant ships from reaching their destination. More than half of the estimated
120 vessels engaged in this human trafficking were intercepted by the Navy, before being escorted to
Cyprus, where the immigrants were interned in detention camps. In company with her destroyers,
Phoebe was to form a part of the blockading force.
Very few of our sailors fully understood the underlying reasons that lay behind the Government’s policy
to impose a blockade of Palestinian ports, for such information was never passed down to the men on
the lower deck; so far as we were concerned, preventing immigrants from reaching their destination was
just another job, albeit an unpleasant one.
Our first encounter with a blockade runner took us by surprise. We had not expected to be welcomed
with open arms; on the other hand we had not foreseen the degree of hatred and hostility displayed
by the immigrants as we came alongside their ship to transfer a boarding party. At first we were struck
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by the overpowering
stench emanating
from the overcrowded
vessel; screaming
immigrants then began
to pelt our upper deck
with every conceivable
type of missile, injuring
several of our seamen.
Our boarding party,
faced with a strong
show of resistance, was
forced to open fire,
above the heads of the
defiant immigrants.
Once order had
been restored, RAD
summoned a destroyer
to escort the ship to
Cyprus.
We had learnt our
lesson the hard
way; henceforth,
before approaching
an immigrant ship,
protective wire netting
was rigged along the
length of the upper
H.M.S. Phoebe in dry dock
deck. For their part,
the immigrants set
up barricades of barbed wire and steam hoses, fed from the ship’s boilers, in an attempt to obstruct
boarding parties.

Ha i fa
From time to time we put into Haifa, a hotbed of the Haganah (the principal Jewish paramilitary group
in Palestine) and the Irgun, it’s terrorist offshoot. The city was, in effect, under martial law, with a dusk
to dawn curfew enforced by British troops and the Palestine Police Force. Anybody breaking the curfew
was shot on sight.
On Phoebe, round the clock armed guards patrolled the decks, which, at night, were permanently
floodlit. At random intervals throughout the day and night, submersible grenades were dropped over
the side, to deter frogmen from placing limpet mines on our hull. Needless to say, shore leave was out
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of the question; our goal was to store ship and head back to sea as quickly as possible.
The Palestine Police Force was a quasi-military force of some 1400 men, most of whom had fought
previously in North Africa and Italy with the 8th Army. They were renowned for their tough approach
when dealing with the Haganah and Irgun; their methods were far removed from those laid down in any
military manual. They set their own rules! When the force was disbanded in 1948, a great number of
the men were taken on by the Malay Police Force, where their skills were employed, to good effect, in
combating the Communist Terrorists (CTs).
(In 1953, when we were posted by HSBC, to Ipoh, Pam got a job as secretary and PA to Stacey Barham,
Officer Commanding Police Division (OCPD), Ipoh, who was in charge of police operations aimed at
tracking down and eliminating CTs, who were extremely active in the area. Stacey, a former senior officer
with the Palestine Police Force, built like a brick outhouse and tough as nails was great company on the
golf course. One afternoon, when chatting over a beer in the clubhouse, he mentioned that he had been
in Haifa in 1946, often visiting Phoebe’s wardroom for drinks with our officers. Small world!)
In addition to docking at Haifa, Phoebe also visited Alexandria and Beirut. Our one and only call at the
latter port remains memorable for one particular reason - namely rats. In common with every other
ship, Phoebe had its fair share of these rodents, but before reaching Beirut we had been warned that
rats infesting the dock area were exceptionally large creatures who had been known to attack unwary
seamen returning to their ships. We were advised to always walk in groups, never alone. When
returning to the ship one evening, with some messmates, we met up with a pack of these creatures and
saw with our own eyes that they were, indeed, the size of cats and extremely vicious-looking!

Fun a nd Ga mes
Whenever the opportunity arose, our captain would order “stop engines, hands to swimming”. Within
minutes, scores of naked sailors were jumping and diving into the cool waters of the Mediterranean.
Before long, the more hardy among them would start a water polo match with complete disregard of any
rules and no holds barred. It was not a sport for the faint-hearted.
On a given date during the summer, the bulk of the Fleet assembled at Malta to take part in the Annual
Fleet Regatta, an occasion that was taken with the utmost seriousness by everybody from the Admiral
of the Fleet down to the lowliest ordinary seaman. There were sailing races for dinghies and whalers,
crewed by officers and men; however the most keenly contested races were those involving whalers
oared by men from each branch and department among the ships’ companies. Members of the
wardroom were liable to find themselves rowing against stokers, signalmen or seamen. If he possessed
even a modicum of common sense, a seaman was well-advised to avoid, at all costs, the dubious
“honour” of being assigned to man a whaler during Regatta Week. Over the weeks leading up to the
event, crews were put through a punishing programme of training by a masochistic PTI; in addition there
were twice-daily back-breaking practice sessions in the whaler, rowed against the clock. The whalers,
themselves, were stripped to the bare essentials to reduce weight, then repeatedly sanded and lightly
painted to increase their speed through the water.
Regatta Week, itself, was a splendid occasion. Ships dressed overall, flags and pennants flying from
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stem to stern, lined each side of the rowing course. Ships’ companies, dressed in their No. 1 uniforms,
crowded the upper decks cheering on their crews. Royal Marine bands performed on quarterdecks.
Regrettably I can’t remember how well Phoebe’s crews fared.

H. M. S . Saumarez

H.M.S. Saumarez: Corfu Straits 22 October 1946

H.M.S. Saumarez: viewed from Phoebe

H.M.S. Saumarez in dry dock with mine damage

On 22 October 1946, Phoebe was cruising through the Corfu Strait in company with H.M.S. Saumarez
and several other destroyers. That afternoon, when she was but a few cables distant from Phoebe,
Saumarez struck a mine, laid previously by the Albanians. Her bows were demolished and 26 of her
crew were killed; many others were wounded. H.M.S. Volage, another destroyer, having succeeded in
passing a tow to Saumarez, also struck a mine, tearing off her bows, causing further casualties. Volage
managed, with great difficulty, to re-connect the tow, and the two ships steamed slowly, stern first, to
the Corfu Roads. Subsequently, both ships were towed to Malta, but only after the bodies from the two
ships had been buried in the Corfu cemetery. For those of us on Phoebe, who previously had sailed in
company with Saumarez on convoys to Murmansk, this tragic incident came as a great shock. We found
it difficult to come to terms with such unnecessary loss of life.
(It later transpired that, fearing other mines might cause even more damage to his destroyers, with
further loss of life, RAD had taken the decision that neither Phoebe nor any other ship should offer aid to
the two stricken destroyers).
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Tr ieste
After spending Christmas 1946 at Malta, Phoebe was once more assigned to blockade duties off
Palestine; subsequent orders to proceed to Trieste therefore came as a welcome relief.
Phoebe was secured to a wharf within easy walking distance of the town centre, with its bars and
restaurants, where we soon discovered that the cost of local wine was cheaper than the incredibly
expensive locally brewed beer. For many of us, drinking wine was a novel experience; we tended to
knock it back, like beer, in half, or even full pints with disastrous results. One morning, after climbing out
of my hammock, with an almighty hangover, I was detailed to effect some minor adjustment to the radar
aerial at the very top of the mainmast, 120 feet above deck level! Never before had I felt so queasy;
henceforth I stuck to beer regardless of the expense.
Some 35 miles north of Trieste, close to the Yugoslavian border, there lies a small town named Udine.

On the ski slopes of Cortina
d’Ampezzo January 1947
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Somebody, no doubt a
member of the wardroom,
arranged for a cricket match
to be played between
Phoebe and the local British
garrison. On the appointed
day, I travelled to Udine by
bus, along with another four
(volunteer) seamen and a
group of officers, to take
on the army. Until then,
none of us were aware that
Udine happened to be a base
for General Tito’s partisan
H.M.S. Phoebe entering Venice Harbour 1947
fighters. This became only
far too clear once we laid eyes on the “cricket field”, a vast expanse of bare, grassless ground littered
with spent cartridge cases! We were warmly welcomed by our hosts, and following refreshments served
in a marquee, play got under way with Phoebe taking the field. All was going well until I heard the sound
of nearby small arms gunfire, followed almost immediately by more concentrated fire from all directions
across the cricket field. Everybody hit the deck, then scrambled back to the marquee. After a hurried

H.M.S. Phoebe: Ship’s company attending a memorial service at Suda Bay cemetery February 1947

conference, the two captains agreed to abandon the match and we made our way back to the ship.
During our stay at Trieste, each watch was given five days leave to visit the ski slopes at Cortina
d’Ampezzo. We travelled there by train, and were accommodated in a luxurious five star hotel,
requisitioned by the Royal Navy. We were split into small groups with an Italian ski instructor, spending
five glorious days endeavouring to master the art of skiing. Evenings were spent either at the hotel,
where the cost of food and drink was heavily subsidised, or in the local, but more expensive, bars.
From Trieste, we steamed to Venice, where we managed to secure successfully to head and stern buoys
without mishap, thus avoiding the debacle of our arrival at Grand Harbour the previous year. I have a
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lasting memory of sitting at a table in St. Mark’s Square, drinking beer, while listening to an open-air
performance of an Italian opera. We spent one week in Venice, before sailing to Piraeus, thence to some
of the Greek islands including Crete, where the ship’s company attended a memorial service held at
the Suda Bay military cemetery. We then returned to Malta. Soon after our arrival I received orders to
proceed to the naval barracks to await the arrival of a troopship that would carry me back to the U.K. for
demobilisation.
The trooper, was a converted passenger liner, owned by one of the major steamship companies,
(whose name I forget), was packed tight with servicemen returning home from the Far East. My draft,
comprising 20 seamen, was the sole naval contingent on board. Rather than slinging our hammocks
in the crowded, foul-smelling troop decks, we opted to spread our hammock mattresses on the upper
deck and sleep in the open air. The
food was abominable; the highlight
of each day being the issue of our
ration of two cans of beer. Soon after
joining the troopship, a ship’s officer
informed my draft that, despite
there being a full complement of
merchant seamen on board, we
sailors were expected to participate
in “working ship”, ie scrubbing down
decks and other chores. To a man,
we objected to this unjust treatment,
pointing out that, as passengers on
a merchant navy vessel, we were
under no obligation to assist in the
maintenance of the ship. After
protracted discussions, the orders
were rescinded and we heard no
more on the subject.
The procedure for demobilisation
at R.N.B. Chatham was quite
straightforward. After being
measured, we were given the choice
of selecting either a grey or brown
suit. We were given a shirt, a tie,
Received from the Admiralty after demobilisation
socks, a pair of shoes and a Trilby hat.
With a travel warrant to take me to
Hampton Court Station in my pocket, I passed through the barrack gates for the last time in April 1947.

Epilo g ue
It is a fact of life that one tends to always remember the good times; bad times are conveniently
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dismissed from one’s mind. Recording my recollections of the time I spent in the navy has brought back
to mind some of the more hair-raising events that took place during those years. In common with my
shipmates, there were occasions when I was scared stiff, but like everybody around me, I carried on
with my job regardless. To quote one destroyer captain who served on the Murmansk run, “If you are
not frightened, there is something wrong with you, or you are lying.” On the plus side, I had the good
fortune in serving on three first-rate ships, in particular H.M.S. Opportune, among whose crew I made
many a life-long friend.
I had been home for no more than a week or so, when father asked me “what are you going to do now?”
I was tempted to reply with the words of the Captain of Oribi to his Captain ‘D’ on Onslow “Buy a farm.”
As we used to say in the navy, “Up with the lark, to bed with a WREN.”

MJR at the H.M.S. Hood memorial service 15th May 2011, St. John the Baptist Church, Boldre
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My sincere thanks to Chris for prompting me to record these recollections of my years spent in the Navy,
also to Brian for devoting so much of his time and expertise in preparing the text and photographs.

H.M.S. Hood memorial service 15th May 2011, St. John the Baptist Church, Boldre
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